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Preface 

s the music classes of the Jun:i. or High School are the last 

classes of this type which most students attend there should be 

consolidation of the fundamentals of music which nrovide for basic 

musicianship . This period shruld include a review of the studies 

covered in earlier grades and at the same time provide a brief course 

for those whose previous studies have been incomplete . 

Voice training at this period can not be overemphasized as the 

voices are maturing and should acquire correct vocal habits . However , 

great emphasis should be placed upon music reading as the student 

interest from this point on will depend largely upon his ability to 

read and understand music . 

In order to be a music reader the student must have a knowledge 

of scales and key signatures and the problems involved in modulations • 

. lso a knowled e of time signatures and rhythms is neaded. To improve 

part singing which is culminated during these years a knowledge of 

harmony is needed. As part singing progresses there should be some 

emphasis upon ear training and interval skips . Then, to ·interpret 

music in a musical manner, an understanding of form and musical terms 

is necess ry. The creative field should not be overlooked and the 

student should be allowed to try his skill in wri tin melodies . 

All of the above mentioned phases of music have to do with the 

students participation in various musical organizations . However, the 

greater .part of the students musical life will be spent as a listener, 

and this field should also be emphasized. 
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s a listener the student should have an understandin~ of the 

composers of the past and present and their music . In order to 

better understand these he should lmow something of the folk tunes 

of various nations and their influence upon composed music . Many 

compositions were influenced by the personal life of their composers 

so the students should have some miniature biographies in mind. To 

better understand instrumental music the student should study the 

instruments of the band and orchestra and the technical limitations 

of these instruments . This can best be improved by time spent in 

listening to recorded music with help and guidance from the teacher. 

In order to combine all of these various phases of music which 

go into the make- up of a fine musical background and to present them 

within the usual time limits of the Junior Hi h music class, I have 

prepared this series of workbooks . 
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The Grand Staff 

Unit I 

1 . History of the Staff. 

Many years ago people had no way of writing the music mich they 

sang. They had to learn their songs by rote which means that one person 

who knew the song would sing it until the others had learned it , 

The first style of writing music was by use of little signs called 

neumes . ( I~./) They used no staff. First one line was used as a 

definite pitch and later lines of various colors were added until there 

were four . 

The staff passed through many forms as notation of two or more 

melodies at once was used. The lines varied in number fran 3 to 15. 

,s time passed the inconvenience of so many lines was apparent so they 

started using a staff of four lines for each part . Later it was found 

that staffs of five lines were more convenient . This five line staff 

was first used in the twelfth century and gradually was accepted. 

Fill in the blanks : 

1 . Before the time of written music people learned songs by • ----
2. The first style of writing music was by use of ----
3. The first lines used in a music staff were lines of various • 

4. s the staff developed, lines varied in number from to • ---
5. The five line staff was first used in the century. --- -
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2. Gr.and Staff. 

The Grand Staff whichv.e use today is made up of two staves of 

five lines each. They are connected by a bar and a brace . 

1 
I 

{----------

On the top staff we place the treble clef or G clef sign and on 

the loner staff we place the bass or F clef sign. 

The treble clef is used for notes 

written for women, children and tenor 

instruments of the band and orchestra. · 

The bass clef is used f<F notes 

- pitched instruments of the band and 

orchestra. 

The musical alphabet consists of seven letters , ABC DEF G. 

The names of the lines and spaces are : 

The C between the two staves- is- known-as iddle C. 
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Exerc~se: 

1. Practice making treble clef signs on this staff. 

2. Practice makine the bass clef sign here. 

~~--==-~=- --- - ------·-----·- ---
-- -- --·-----------------------

---- -----·---------------

3. The lines of the treble staff are _,_,_, __ , __ . 
4. The lines of the bass staff are _,_,_, __ ,_. 
5. The spaces of the treble staff are _,_,_, __ . 
6. The spaces of the bass staff are __ , __ ,_,_ . 

3. Spelling on the Treble Staff. 

With the seven letters of the musical alphabet we can spell 

many words. As an example let's spell the word BED on the treble 

staff. 

8 E _ D 
On the following Treble Staff spell these words . 

-----------

A C E A D D C ~ B DE E D 

~ ---- r---·-· - ·--

FAC E B E G- CAG E DAD 

---------- ----- - --- - ·-· - - --~---- ------- -

EGG FADE BI\ DG E FED 
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4. Spelling on the Bass Staff. 

On the following bass staff spell these words . 

y_c= ~1----1- · - ·--t 
ASE BED CAO DEAf 

·t I ] 
BEEF FAD DEAD SAA 

p-----1- ---IJE-· -+---------j 
BAO CABBAGE A~ E BADE 

5. Spelling on the Grand Staff. 

Non let ' s spell in octaves on the grand staff. An octave 

is the interval of an eighth . 

A G f 
ir, 

( I 
J 
lj~ 

LI 
I ... 

1 

( {= 
E G-G EOG- E 

'\ 

( 
I 

J 
r '\ 
~ I/ 

I 

-I 

-
·i If l• -t J• , 

I 

, 'B AGGAG£ .ADE BEAD C, AF E 
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UNIT I 

I~ Johann Sebastian Bach 

Johann Sebastian Bach (Bahk) was born in the little village of 

Eisenach in Germany. He is lmown as the "Father of Modern .Music .u 

He made many contributions to our present system of writing. By the 

time he was ten years old his father and mother had both died and he 

went to live with an older brother. This brother was very kind to 

him and became his first music teacher. You have probably heard the 

story of how young Bach wanted some music which his brother thought 

too difficult for him to play and h01.v Bach copied the music by moon

light because he wanted to play it so badly. 

Bach attended the choir school of St. Michael in Luneberg where 

he was allowed to remain even after his voice had changed because he 

was such a fine musician. 

At the age of eighteen he accepted his first position as an 

organist and we find organ music was always very important to him. 

As church organist he wrote ·many volumes of music for the Lutheran 

Church service. He also wrote for the clavichord and string instru

ments of tis time. 

In Bach 's time the clavichord could be tuned to play in only a 

few keys. Bach devised a system of tuning the octave into twelve 

equal half steps so that the clavichord could be played in any key and 

then he wrote a series of pieces, one in each key, which proved the use 

of his well tempered clavichord. 
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Fill in the blanks: 

1 . Bach was born in • -----·-----
2. Bach spent most of his life writing for and playing the ~ ~ ~------· 

3. As a young boy Bach went to live w:i. th his • 

4. At the age of Bach accepted his fi r st position as an 

5. Bach wrote ma..").y volumes of music for the -------- --
Church service . 

6. Besides writing for organ Bach wrote for the 

and instruments . 

7. Bach tuned the clavichord octave into 

8 . Bach cal led this new clavichord the 

equal half steps . 

clavichord. - - ----
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2. George Fredrick Handel 

The year 1685 is a very important year in the history of music . 

It was in this year that the· .. great "twins of music 11 , Bach and Handel 

were born. Although they were both born in Germany in cities only a 

few miles apart their lives were very different . 

Handel ' s father was a barber and surge on who wanted his son to be 

a lawyer . As a child young George cared only for toys that would make 

music; drums, trumpets, and little flutes. This worried his father so 

that he refused to let the little boy have any musical toys. It was 

not until young Handel ' s father had been persuaded by friends to let 

the little boy study that Handel cruld practice his beloved music . 

Although Handel tried to follow the wishes of his father to 

study law he soon devoted most of his ti:rie t:.o music: He was not 

content to spend his life in his native Germany as Bach did. His 

first travels took him to Italy where he studied Italian opera . Later 

he went to England and liked it so -well that he spent most of the 

remainder of his life there and became an English citizen. 

Handel wrote many operas but we remember him most for his 

oratorios, particularly the "Messiah't which he wrote in about 28 days. 

Handel became totally blind six years before his death in 

1759 but continued his -work until his death. 
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Fill in the blanks. 

1. · Bachand Handel were both born in the year • -----
2. Handel's father wanted him to be a • 

J. Handel's father refused to let his little boy have any -----
toys. 

h. Handel studied in Italy. -----
5. It was in that Handel spent the latter part of his life. -----
6. We remember Handel most for his oratorio • 

7. Handel wrote the "Messiah" in about days. 

8. Handel became totally six years before his death. 
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Franz Joseph Haydn 

Franz Joseph Haydn was born in Austria. His father was a 

carriage maker and his mother a cook. They were humble people with 

no money or education but they loved music and spent many evenings 

singing the folk music of their native land. 

When young Franz Joseph was six years old he went to live with 

a distant relative who had noticed his musical talent and offered to 

teach the young lad. lthough the relative was a harsh man Haydn 

· learned much and at the end of two years he was a skillful violinist 

and harpsichordist . 

The choirmaster of the great St . Stephens church heard young 

Haydn sing and he was allowed to enter the choir schooi . He stayed 

in the choir until his voice changed but did not get to remain as 

Bach had . For the next two years Haydn did anything he could to earn 

a penny copying, arranging and writing music . 

Haydn soon became musical director for Prince Exterhazy, a 

position which he held for over thirty years • . His position was that 

of a servant and yet he was always well treated and always had a 

fine orchestra. It was for the many gay parties at the palace or 

surrnner home that Haydn wrote most of his one hundred twenty-five 

symphonies . 

At last t he prince died leaving a pension to the faithful Haydn 

and at the a ge of fifty- eight he felt free to travel . He made two 

visits to England and wrote some oratorios for the English people . 

_His last years were spent quietly .in Vienna. Musicians of Haydns 

time thought so much of him that they called him "Papa Haydn. " 
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Fill in ' the blanks . 

1. Haydn was born in • 

2. Haydn started studying music at the age of 

3. 

4. 

Haydn attended the choir school at • - - - --
Haydn was music director for Prince Esterhazy for over 

years . 

--- --

5. For the orchestra of Prince Esterhazy Haydn wrote many of his 

, symphonies . --- --
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4. Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart was born in Austria in 17S6. He is known 

as the "boy wonder of music" because of his marvelous natu,ral gift 

of music at such an early age . He picked out little melodies at the 

age of three . At five he was conposing. At six he played difficult 

violin music at sight and also performed in public . t the age of 

ten he was without doubt the greatest of all prodigies. 

Mozart ' s education was supervised by his father who guided him 

with utmost care . He and his sister made ten long tours before he 

was twenty-five . They visited all the great cities of Europe and 

as children performed in many of the courts of Europe . 

Musicians of Mozart's day were jealous of his great talent 

and this is considered one of the reasons why he never seemed to 

find a position equal to his ability. He wasone of the first 

musicians to earn a living without a church or court position. He 

earned his living by teaching, writing music, and giving concerts 

but he was always very poor as he spent his money very freely. 

Mozart wrote many operas, symphonies , choral works for the· 

church and piano pieces. 

His only true friend among all the musicians was the greatest 

of them all - "Papa Haydn" . Probably mast people will agree that no 

man ever lived who wrote more beautiful melodies than [ozart . 
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Fill in the blanks. 

1 . Mozart was knm~n as the • '----
Mozart's education was supervised by his • 2. 

3. 

4. 

As a child Mozart and his sister played in many • ------
Mozart earned his living by , ------ , and -----

• 

5. Mozart had one true friend among all the c crnposers . He was 

known as 

6 . We remember Mozart for the beautiful he wrote . ---------
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S. As a review of Unit I name the composers described here: 

1 . He was lmmm as the "Father of Mc:dern Music" . 

2 . He made ten long concert tours before he was twenty- five . 

3 . His brother was his first teacher . 

4. He was born in the same year as Bach •. 

S. He was musical director for Prince Esterhazy for over 

thirty years . 

6 . He spent mes t of his life as an organist . 

7. He was knovm as the ttb oy wonder of music n. 

8. He became a naturalized English citizen. 

9 . He wrote one hundred and twenty-five symphonies . 

10. He -wrote the oratorio "Messiahn . 
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Unit II . Notation 

1 . Notes . 

A note is a sign for a musical sound. 

0 = whole note 0 = 4 counts 

J '::: half note J -= 2 counts 

J -:: quarter note J -:: 1 count ·; - eighth note )~ 1 count - 2 

} sixteenth note )~ l count = 4 

Note values sometimes change but for the present we will 

use the chart above . 

All notes are named in comparison with their value to the 

whole note . 

D 

J =-----J 

J J J ~J~-
LLLLLLJ -=----; 

) l_ l_L J_l_ l_J_ 1-l L l. l l Lt 
Practice making these notes . 

{"' 

-j I -I ,-
ff l I l 

'-1..1' rr .. D ~ .. • l 

~ 



-': \ : 

Lett's have a little musical arithmetic lesson. 

Example: J + J ~ 0 

J-.J:: 
J+J= 
d + J ~J :: 
Jl.l =: 

~+t+J'= 
2. Rests . 

J+J+l'+J'~ 
J.)-\J~ 
J~J+l+)= 
J .. J +J-+ J = ,+,+, .. ·,~ 

In our sones we also have spaces of silence . These are 

represented by rests . 

.... :: whole rest 

..IL : half rest 

~ = quarter rest 

"1 = eighth rest 

:, - sixteenth rest -
Practice making these rests: 

Whole - hangs from 
fourth line 

Half - sits on the 
third line 

Center point touched 
center line 

Crosses third line 

Flags on either side 
of the third line 

Yo:: 4 counts 

..Ill ::: 2 counts 

~= 1 count 

7 1 count = 2 

y l count ':. 4 
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We ·can have an arithmetic less on with rests too. 

Example : 
..IL+ --- = --

i+l:: 
l.,. ~+-- -:::: 

/ f- / = 

~ + ~ ~ 

-IIL +l +~ -:::: 

Now we will add the notes 

J 4- l = 

y+'!{+7 : 

~ + 1+1 ~ 

7 t!f+-1-1-1 
7 I-~ 1-={ + ,\ 

_.. + ~ +7 +-1 
and rests together . 

cl+--:; 
J +J+-,= n .. 7,. 7 = 

= 
= 

= 

d 4-~+l-= 

}+J1-l= 
7+Jl+l ~ 
.fJjj +~ = 

}+ }~>~ j :: 
J+J+!ll!L~ 

3. Dotted Notes . . 

A dot placed after a note always gets half the value of the 

note it follows . 

Example : 

d. = J + J ~ 3 counts 

J .. = J ~ J\ :: l} counts 

} = } + J\-: 3/4 counts 

Write one dotted note . to equal the time value of the following: 
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4. Accidentals . 

Sometimes we find sharps, flats, or naturals in our music which 

are not in the key signature . These we call accidentals . 

-::t:f - sharp-- raises the tone one- half step. 

V - flat lowers the tone one- half step. 

q - natural - raises or lowers the tone one- half step by 
canceling the sharp or flat . 

* double sharp - raises the tone a whole step . 

bl> - druble flat - lowers the tone a whole step. 

Practice singing the follo.ving : 

5. Stems . 

Now that we have studied the many kinds of notes used in music 

let us look at those with stems . These stems have certain rules 

governing their usage . 

1 . All notes above the third line have stems going down on the 

left hand side of the note . 

2. All notes below the third line have stems going up on the 

right hand side of the note . 
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3. Notes on the t hird line may have stems going up or down 

depending upon the majority of notes in the measure . 

4. In part singing we sometimes find exceptions to these rules 

in order to see t he parts more clearly. 

5. All stems shoul extend -four - ·:n--e-s or our spaces . 

Keeping in mind the rules for stems spell the following words 

in quarter notes . 

I"° - I,-

~ r"\ 
IJ 

.... 
__ BADE . DEAD ACE 

"\ 
- '--

~ ~ - - -- -

' - BA~ -- FAD 6 E AO CAO .. BEEF 
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Unit -II 

1 . Instruments of the Orchestra . 

The symphony orchestra is made up of a group of instruments . These 

. instruments must be from the different families of instruments · and in 

proportionate numbers . The symphony orchestra uses instruments from 

all four families of instruments . The four groups are : string, wood

wind, brass and percmssion. 

The string section is the foundation of the orchestra and the wide 

ral\,ue and flexibility of these instr~ents permits a great variety i .n 

orchestral arrangements . The string instruments with the exception of · 

the harp are played 1vith a bow. The woodwing instruments are instruments 

which ortginally were made of wood and were played by blowing. 

The brass instruments are tho·se i.ns.truments made of brass with 

brass mouthpieces and valves or some other means of lengthening and 

shortening the metal pipes . 

The percussion instruments are those instruments played by striking. 
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2. String and Woodwind Instruments: 

The instruments of the string family are: vioJJ.n, viola, cello, 

bass and harp . In comparing them with voices , the first violins may be 

said to play the soprano part, the second violins play the alto part , 

the violas play the tenor part, the cello plays the bariton part and the 

double bass plays the bass part . 

The violin, viola, cello and bass have four strings each and are 

played with a bow. All string instruments use the law which states the 

longer t he string the lower the tone: the shorter . the string the higher 

the tone . 

· The instruments of the woodwi~d family are : flute, piccolo, oboe , 

clarinet, bassoon and English horn. Each of these instruments is played 

by blowing and each has a complicated system of keys to be manipulated 

by the fingers . 

The flute and piccolo are played by blowing across a small hole 

in the mouthpiece . The oboe, English horn and bassoon are known as 

double reed instruments . The clarinet is a single reed instrument . 

Although these instruments were originally made of wood many of them are 

now made of metal . 
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3. Brass and Percussion Instruments . 

The brass family consists of the trumpet , French horn, trombone 

and tuba. Because of their brilliance a few brass instruments can be 

heard above the great number of string instruments . For this reason 

the symphony orchestra uses only a few brass instruments . The trumpet, 

French horn and tuba are played by means of valves which lengthen and 

shorten the metal tube . The trombone uses a slide which lengthens and 

shortens the tube . 

The percussion group is made up of a number of instruments , most 

of them us~.~ occasionally for special effect . 

The most important percussion instruments are the kettle drums or 

tympani . These drums have definite pitch and are usually tuned to the 

first" and fifth ones of the key in which t he orchestra is playing . 

Other percussion instruments are the snare drum, orchestra bells, 

chimes, tambourine and castanets . 
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h. Band. 

You hear the names band and orchestra . Do you know the difference 

between the two? The orchestra uses all four groups of instruments, 

string, woodwind, brass and percussion, while the band om.its the 

string section and adds extra brass and woodwind instruments . Sane brass 

instruments found in the band but not in the orchestra are the cornet, 

baritone and alto horns . 

Although one seldan finds a saxophone in an <?I9Chestra there is 

usually a family of them in a band. The usual saxophones are the 

soprano, alto, tenor and baritone . The saxophone is a brass instrument 

with a single reed mouthpiece . 
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Unit III Rhythm 

1. Time Signatures . 
', 

At the beginning of . every song we find two numbers which we call 

time signatures . Sane of these time signatures are: 

2 3 4 6 3 9 3 2 
4 4 4 8 8 8 2 2 

Each number tells us a definite thing about the rhythm. The 

upper number tells us the number of counts in a measure . The lower 

number tells us the kind of note that gets one count. 

Example: 

4 :: quarter note 

8 = eighth note 

2 -:: half note 

Give the meaning of the following: 

Example: 

2 two c cunts in a measure 
4 quarter note gets one count 

3 
4 

4 
4 

6 
8 

3 
8 

9 
8 

3 
2 

2 
2 



2. 2 Rhythm. 
h 

In 2 rhythm there are two counts in a measure, the quarter note 
4 

gets one count . The accent is always on the first beat . Here are 

some examples of 2 rhythm: 
4 

2 J J I J n I J ~ I J II 4 > > > > 
' a_ ' A- ' .t, ' :t, Write eight measures of 2 rhythm maldng each measure different . 

4 
Do not use the examples given. 

2 
4 

3. 3· Rhythm. 
4 

J J II 

In 3 rhyth.'1'£1 there are three counts in a measure . The quarter 
4 

note gets one count . The accent is always on the first beat . Here 

are some examples of 3 rhythm: 
4 

~ ) l J I J ll J I J A I J. J J II 
I ~ ~ ~ ~ - J -j~ 3 >, a, - .3 

rite eight measures of 3 rhythm making each measure different . 

Do not use the exaples given. 

3 
4 1 

4 

II 
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4. 4 Rhythm. 
4 . t. 

In L+ rhythm .there are four counts in a measure . The quarter 
4 

note gets one count . The accent is on the first beat with a 

Do not use the examples given. 

4 
4 

5. 6 Rhythm. 
8 

I 
II 

In 6 rhythm there are six counts in a measure . The eighth note 
8 

gets one count . The accent is on the first beat with a secondary 

accent on the fourth beat . Here are some examples of 6 rhythm. 

~ nl JU Ii! J~! I ;~~J,7 I)~ ~;, II 
When o rhythm is sun or played at a fast tempo we sometimes 

8 
beat only two to a measure giving the the beat . 

Example: ~ m m I .J .P J ; I J 7 J .., I J. J . 11 
> > > > > > >> 
I~ I~ I~ I~ 

Write six measures of 6 rhythm making each measure different . 
8 

· Do not use the examples given. 

6 
8 

~ ) J J J l ) 

J ) J J t ) J ' 
) 1' ) ')) ')' 

J ) J )) J ) 

}) • ) } J J 

,', ))) 

) ~ .,. ) 

', 

~ ' ) ) ) ) ~ J J) ~ J J )J ) 

) ) ~ :I) ~ ") ) ) ) J) ,' '')> 
J )) J, ' J J) , ) 

fj ., ., ,'., J J) .J J J 

J J ) J ) ) ' J JI 
• J-, I JJ J) J 1 ) 

' J ) ) .., ) ) 

, ' 

II 
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Unit III 

1 . Ludwig Van Bee th oven 

Ludwig Van Beethoven was born in the little German town of 

Bonn in 1770. He was named after his grandfather who had come £ran 

Belgium to be a tenor singer in the chapel at Bonn. His father was 

also a singer . 

The parents were very poor. Beethoven's father knew of the 

success o~ the young Mozart and he was determined that young 

Ludwig should also be a child prodigy so he made the young Beethoven 

practice long hours , often in the middle of the night . 

When Beethoven was seventeen he went to Vienna where he spent 

most of the remainder of his life . It was here that he met many 

of .the great musicians of his time , among them Mozart and Haydn. 

He was a very earnest student and made a practice of keeping 

a note-book in which he jotted his ideas . He would work on these 

ideas very thoroughly. Al though he wrote only nine symphonies each 

is regarded as a masterpiece . 

Often times Beethoven was a very rude man but he had many 

influencial friends who admired his great talent . His last years 

were made sad because of an incurable deafness . As a pianist he 

was without rivalry. 

When he died in 1827 his funeral was attended by people of all 

classes and the service was almost as elaborate as those given kings 

and emperors • . 
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Fill in the blanks . 

1 . Beethoven ' s grandfather came to Germany frcm • 

2. Beethoven made a practice of keeping a in which 

he jotted his ideas . 

J . Beethoven wrote---- symph onies . 

h. His last years -were made sad by an incurable 

5. As a he was without a rival. 
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2 . Franz Schubert 

One of the young men of Beethoven's time who worshiped him from 

afar was young Franz Schubert who was born near Vienna in 1797 . As 

a young boy his musical Gods were Beethoven and Mozart and so they 

remained throughout his short life of thirty-one years . 

Schubert's father was a vilJage schoolmaster and it was he who 

gave Franz his first music lessons . The little boy had a very 

beautiful voice so he was allowed to be a member of the Emperor's 

Choir and he remained in the school until he was sixteen. He also 

P.layed first violin in the school orchestra and occasionally was 

allowed to direct the orchestra. 

Being very unbusiness- like in his habits Schubert spent all of 

his life in great poverty often selling his compositions for a few 

cents or giving them away to his friends . 

Beautiful melodies came to Schubert as fast as he could write 

them down . He composed sane six hundred and fifty songs, ten 

symphonies and a great amount of music for chorus and piano. 

Schubert died of typhoid fever in 1828. No other canposer died 

so young nor did so much work in such a short time. 
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Fill in the blanks. 

1. As a youth Schubert 's musical gods were 

• -----------
\ 

and 

2. Because of his beautiful singing voice Scbubert was allowed to be 

a member of the . ----------
3. Schubert 's business habits were very -------- • 

4. Schubert wrote some songs. -------------
S. Schubert wrote symphonies. ~---------
6. Schubert died of typhoid fever at the age of • ---------
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3. Felix Mendelssohn 

One of the few composers who did not have to worry abou:b 

finances was Felix Mendelssohn. His grandfather and father were rich 

Jewish bankers and young Felix received the best of education. 

His mother was his first teacher and it is said that later when 

he and his sister were studying with the best teachers in Europe his 

mother would sit by with her lm.itting while they practiced. His 

sister, Fanny became a very fine pianist also and canpcsed many de

li ghtful compositions but they were always published in Felix ' s name . 

As a youth Mendelssohn had a very happy disposition. He was 

writing compositions by the time he was nine and many times on Sunday 

afternoon the family would have musicals at which young Felix often 

directed the orchestra playing his own c omposi ti ons . 

\Vb.en he was only seventeen he read Shakespeare's play, 

"A Wrl.dsummer Ni ghts Dream" , and composed some music for it . Mendel

ssohn received a copy of Bach's "St . Matthew Passiontt and was the 

first to present it to the public . He did much to revive an interest 

in the music of Bach. 

Mendelssohn traveled extensively thru England, Scotland and Italy 

and his music was often influenced by these travels . He wrote the 

oratorio, "Elijah", for the English people . 

The shock of the news of his sister's death was a direct cause 

of his a"l!l death six month's later in 1847 at the age of thirty-eight. 
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Fill in the blanks . 

1 . Mendelssohn ' s family was-- ---- - -- and he received the 

best of education. 

2 . His was his first teacher . 

3. Mendelssohn wrote canpooitions by the time he was 

years old . 

4. As a young lad he was often all owed to - - ----------
at Sunday a~ernoon musicals . 

5. At the age of he wrote the incidental music to 

"A Midsummer }Ti ghts Dream" . 

6. It was Mendelssohn who revived interest in the works of the 

great composer • - ----------
?. Mendelssohn wrote the oratorio, " - - ---------- - n . 
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4. Rober t Schumann 

Robert Schumann was born in Germany in 1810. Although neither 

of his parents were musical they were educated people , his father 

being an author and bookseller . His parents wanted him to study iaw 

which he did; although often while at the University he would practice 

as much as seven hours a day on his piano. 

Schumann wanted to be a c ancert pianist but in attempting to 

strengthen his fingers by means of a mechanical device he injured the 

fourth finger of his right hand. It was then that he turned to 

composition and writing for his ttNew Journal For .fosic. u 

He married Clara Wieck (Vek) , the daughter of his teacher, who 

was famous as a concert pianist . It was she who brought Schumann' s 

compositions before the public , playing them with ~reat perfection. 

Overwork brought on insanity in 18.54 and Schumann died in a 

private assylum. in 1856. We remember Schumann particularly for his 

beautiful piano pieces although he also wrote four symphonies and 

two hundred f ifty songs • 
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Fill in the b'lanks. 

1. Schumann's father was an and • ---------- ---------
2. His parents wanted him to study ------------
3. Schumann wanted to be a concert pianist but changed to composition 

after he • 

4. He married ·---------------, a famous concert pian:tst . 

5. Overwork caused Schumann to become • ------
6. Schumann wrote symphonies and songs. ----- -----
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Unit IV Ear Training 

1. ~ In music we need to learn to hear rhythms •as well as write them. 

This Je ss on is planned for listening . 

If your teacher should tap a rhythm similar to this could you 

write t he notes f "r the rhythm. 

2 
4 

l J J J 
In IJ 
IJ J 

IJ 
I J, 

· In the following space write the rhythms your teacher taps . 

2 
4 

2 
4 

2 
4 

2 
4 

J 

I 
, , 
I 

J 

J 

. I 

II 

11 

11 

,, 

I 

~ 

I 
II 
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2. Listen as your teacher taps these measures of 3 rhythm. Can 
4 

you write them? 

3 
4 

3 
4 

3 
4 

3 
· 4 

J 

J 

I 

J 

J 

3. Listen as your teacher taps these measures of 4 rhythm. Can 
4 

you write them? 

4 
4 

4 
I 4 

4 I 4 I 
J 

' 4 
4 

.. • . 
.. t--,, · 

II 

IJ 

I 

JI 

I 
II 

II 

II 

JI . 

I 
11 
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h. Here are some rhythms we have . been studyin • By now you shruld 

be able to do these . Listen as your teacher taps these rhythms . 

2 

4 ~ 

l I 
l B 
4 
·1.i ~ 

t I 
5. Here are some musical tenns that have to do with the loudness or 

softness of music . Find the meaning of each. 

1 . PIANISSIMO (pp) 

2. PIANO (p) 

3. IBZ ZO-FORTE (mf) 

h. FORTE (f) 

s. .FORTISSIMO (ff) 

6. CRESCENDO (cresc. ) 

7. DECRESCENDO (decresc . ) 

8. DIMI IDE11DO (dim) 

9. SFORZANDO (sfz) 

10. SUBITO PIANO 

.. .. .. 
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Ear-Training ( Teacher I s Copy) 

1
• f J J I .1 J J .I n I J I 

4 J .l l .I ~ I .J J I J ~ J 

4 .1 J 1J1 IIJJ lJ,.\ I 
J J Inn I J ~ 1d I 

4 n n I J. J I J J 1 JJ> J 1 

· J J I J ~ I .rJ n I l) J I 
2

• fi J J J I J .I .J I J J l d. ~ 
t .lJ~ IJJJ JJJJJ I.IJA II 
t J J J I J J"J I J J J -t J J I 

J1 n n I J .I J I d J I J. II 
G J J J I J ~ J , n.n J I J J .! I 

.1.}J IJ.J'J 1d J lol. II 
3

• t J .1 J J I .I J J I J .I .I .1 l J J II 

t JJJJ Id J 1IJJJ.I IJ J d II 

t JJJJ IJ1JJJ IJ J J IJ .l d J 

JJJJ 1n.1.1.J1JJJJJIJ J 11 

t J..IJl IJJ.IA IJlJJl 1.JJ J~ I 
IJ n n; I J .I J I JJ IJ nJI O II 
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4
• f .I. J I J . J I Jffl J I J II 

f JJJ 1JfflJ inn Id II 

G J. J J I J. J J I JJ J JJ I J. II 

~nn~ 1J.JJ 1.unnJJJ.!.lll 
t l. l' J. J Inn J J J J. i .J. J I I.m .LJ II 

t .fl n J J J J. J ~ J I J1 ffil HI .l 1 J JI 
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Unit IV 

1 . Johannes Brahms 

Johannes Brahms was born in Hamburg, Germany. His father was 

a musician who played in the court orchestra. As a young boy Brahms 

studied with the best teachers . When he was fcurteen years old he . 

gave a concert which was very successful . 

As a young man Brahms went on a concert tour vd th the violinist 

Rem~nyi . It was during this tour that he met many of the great musicians 

of his day. He beca.me a very ood friend of Robert and Clara Schumann. 

They helped him with his canpositions, Clara Schumann playing them 

at her concerts . At last Brahms felt he could spend all of his time 

inc omposition so he went to Vienna where he spent most of the remainder 

of his life . 
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Fill in the blanks. 

1. Brahms father was a musician who played in the 

orchestra. 

2 . As a young man Brahm.5 made a concert tour with the violinist 

3. He became a very good friend of --------· and 

4. It was who played Brahm's compositions -----·--------
at her concerts . 

5. Brahms spent most of his later life in----------· 



2. Frederic Chopin 

The great Polish pianist, Frederic Chopin was born near Warsaw 

in 1810. His father was French and had come to Poland to teach his 

native language in the University. His mother was Polish and it was 

frcm her that he learned the tragic story of Poland. 

Unlike many other c anposers Chopin did not particularly want to 

study music but it was his first teacher who tau~ht him to live music 

and to play the piano so well that he was lmown in Warsaw as the 

'second } ozart". 

Chopin was the first composer to devote his whole life to 

composing for a sine;le instrument . He did not try to imitate an 

entire orchestra on the piano but wrote in delicate tone pictures . 

After giving two concerts in Austria, Chopin went to Paris where 

he met and knew all of the famous musicians of his time . He spent 

most of the remainder of his life in and near Paris where he taught, 

composed and played concerts of his ovm compositions . 

When he was about thirty years old he was seized with consumption 

but continued with his work and wrote some of his best compositions 

while fighting this dread disease. He died in 181.e at the age of 

thirty-nine . 

Chopin wrote fifty mazurkas, a dance which is known as the 

national dance of his native Poland. 
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Fill in the blanks . 

1 . Frederic Chopin was born in ---- • ------
2. He was known in arsaw as the • -----------
3. Chopin composed for only one instrument , the 

4. He spent a great part of his life in 

hane of his father . 
---- -----, the 

5. Chopin died of the dread disease , 

age of thirty- nine . 

6 . Chopin wrote fifty ---------
of Poland . 

, at the ------

, the national dance 
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3. Fra~z Liszt 

Franz Liszt was born in Raiding, Hungary in 1811. His father 

was a manager of the Esterhazy estates, a fine pianist himself and it 

was he who taught young Franz his first lessons . Nhen Liszt was only 

nine years old he played so well that a roup of Hungarian noblemen 

payed for his musical education in Vienna. 

Liszt studied and gave concerts in Vienna for a while and then 

went to Paris where he studied and performed for the next fifteen 

years . He heard Paganini, the great violinist, and decided to be the 

Paganini of the piano. He became the greatest pianist the world has 

ever known. 

His generosity was great, he helped many composers of his time , 

taught many talented pupils free and gave generously to charity. 

Liszt made many piano transcriptions of orchestral works which 

helped many people to know these great works as all cculd not hear 

fine orchestras as we do today. 

In his later years he studied for the priesthood and gained 

the title of "Abbe" or Father. 



Fill in the blanks . 

1 . Liszt was born in 

44 

- ----· in 18ll . 

2. Because he played so well , Liszt was sent by a group of 

noblemen to to study music . 

J . Liszt became the greatest pianist in the world . He patterned 

himself after the violinist - -------
~.. Liszt was lmown for his great to other 

musicians . 

5. Liszt made many of gr eat --------------
0 r chest r al works . 

6. In later years Liszt studied for the • - - ---------
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4. Richard Wagner 

One of the great composers of opera was Richard Wagner who 

was born in Germany in 1813. His step-father was an actor and as 

a young boy Wagner became very interested in the theater. He spent 

his time reading plays and poetry .. 

When the family moved to Leipsiz Wagner heard Beethoven ' s 

symphonies for the first time and it was then that he became interested 

in music . Now he wanted to join music and drama together . After 

study{ng composition for a short time he started writing music-drama. 

He went to Paris but was not successful there . It was not until he 

returned to his native Germany that he found success . 

Wagner's operas were different because he used a much larger 

orchestra. He even cha,e special instruments for different characters . 

] any times he used the human voice simply as one instrument of his 

orchestra. 

tlagner was finally able to have his 0vvn opera house at Bayreuth. 

It even had a revolving stage so that he could manage his elaborate 

stage settings . Wagner festivals are still held at Bayreuth. 
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Fill in the blanks . 

1 . Richard t1agner is remembered as a composer of 

2. As a boy Vagner was interested in the 

3. 

4. 

5. 

He became interested in music thru the music of • ---------
He made an unsuccessful visit to 

Wagnerian orchestras are than most operatic - - - - - - -----
orchestras . 

6. Wagner was finally able to have his own opera house at • ---- -
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5. Edward Grieg 

The great Norwegian composer, Edward Grieg, wrote music that 

was very nationalistic and depicts the beauty of the country and 

the songs of these simple sturdy people . 

His parents were well to do and well educated people . His 

mother was a fine pianist and was his first teacher . s a small 

boy he discovered such chords as the seventh and ninth chords and 

liked them very much. 

The great violinist , Ole Bull, was a friend of the family and 

it was from him that Grieg heard the reat legends of the north 

country and the gay tunes fiddlers played. It was also Ole Bull who 

persuaded Grieg ' s parents to let him study at the Leipzig Conservatory. 

He married his cousin, Nina Hagerup, and spent most of his life 

on a Norwegian farm where he did his writing. 

great honor crone to Grieg when he was asked by the dramatist , 

Ibsen, to write music for his play "Peer Gynttt . 

Though Grieg became famous during his lifetime it was not until 

the end of his long life that musicians appreciated his work. They· 

found that he was not just copying folk tunes but -0nly depicting the 

beauty his native land and the sturdy lives of its people . 
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Fill in the blanks. 

1. 

2. 

Grieg's music depicts the beauty of his native • 

3. 

His first teacher w:is his 

It was the great violinist, 

• 
--------

, who -----------
persuaded Grieg's parents to let him study music in Leipzig. 

4. Almost all of Grieg's life was spent on his 

farm. 

S. The dramatist , 

for his play, 11 

6. 

-----·------, asked Grieg to write music 

u . -----------
--------------- were slow to appreciate Grieg's music. 
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Unit V Key Signatures 

1. a.king Sharps and Flats . 

At the beginning of each son.c1 we sing we find a group of sharps 

or flats . These signs we call key signatures .::A:: __ 

l'fuen a sharp is placed on a line 
the line goes thru the center 
box. 

When a sharp is placed in a 
space the center box fills the 
space 

Practice making sharps . ! ake two vertical lines ( ff ) and 

two oblique lines( ::::: ) crossing the vertical lines . 

Practice makin~ sharps on the fifth line and the fourth line . 

Practice making sharps in the third space and the second space . 

···-,,.....-~ - ==========::Jc---------~---.~- IL 
l"CI, ., 

flat is placed on a line 
like this : =-E ·- --

A flat is placed in a space 
like this : 

-----~-
1..-·-- --v ----

Practice ma.king flats by drawing a vertical line, then placing 

a body to the ri ght of it . J ? 
Practice ma.king flats in the fourth and second spaces • 

• 
I 

Practice makin flat-s on the third and fourth lines • 

... .. 
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2. Finding ~ · ( Sharp Keys) 

When the key signature is one· of sharps we sing DO by calling 

3. Finding ~ (Flat Keys) 

When the key signature is one of flats we find DO by calling 

the flat farthest to the right FA and counting down to DO. 
I 

Find DO in the following key signatures . 

--,------

4. Naming the key. 

If we give a letter name to DO when we find it we are naming 

~~~ the keys . _____ _ 
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5. }lusi cal Terms • 

Give the meaning of the foll owing: 

1 . LARGO 

2. AND NTE ( ndte) 

3. MODERATO ( . odto) 

4. ..LLEGRO 

5. PRESTO 

6. RITA.11.DA.NDO ( ri t.) 

1. PIU 1.iOSSO 

8. TEMPO 

9. AGCELERANDO (accell. ) 

lOo C PPELLA 
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Unit V 

1 . Johann Strauss Jr. 

During the lifetime of Brahms there lived in Vienna a man 

who became lmown as the '1Waltz King" . His name was Johann Strauss . 

His father was an orchestra director but it was his mother who helped 

him in his study of music . He started writing waltzes at the age 

of six and had written more than four hundred before his death in 

1899 . 

As a child he taught piano and used the money to pay for 

violin lessons for himself. His father wanted him to study banldng 

but Johann Jr . became more famous as an orchestra director and 

composer than his father . 

Strauss visited once in the United States . 

• 



Fill in the blanks. 

1. Johann Strauss lived in Vierma at the same time as • -------
2 • . Johann Strauss became known as the -------
3. Strauss' father was an -----------------
4. Strauss composed more than waltzes. --------
5. Strauss' father wanted him to study • --------
6. Strauss visited once in the • -------------
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2 . Peter Ilitch Tschaihowsky 

Peter Tschaikowsky was born in Russia in a little mining town 

where his father was a government engineer . lthough the little town 

was a barren place the Tschaikowsky home was beautiful . However, 

there were no musical instruments in it and it was not until the 

family moved to St . Petersberg (Stalingrad) when Peter was eight 

that he became interested in music . 

Soon after moving to St . Peters berg Tschaikowsky' s mother died 

and the little boy led a lonely life . As a young man he studied law 

at the request of his father and pranised to study music only for his 

own pleasure . He soon spent most of this time practicing music . 

Russia did not have any fine teachers of music at this time but 

soon the Rubenstein brothers established the St . Petersberg Conservatory 

and Tschaikowsky went there to teach. 

Later in his life, because of the help he received from a Madam 

Von ] eek in the form of a yearly allowance, he was able to spend his 

time in composing instead of teachin_. 

Tschaikowsky's music became well kn~m all over the world and 

he made a successful tour of the United States . He died in Russia 

in 1893 during a cholera epidemic . 
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Fill in the blahks. 

1. Tschaikowsky was born in • -----------
2. His father was a • --------------
J. Tschaikowsky did not study music until he moved to . 
4. s a youn man he studied at the request of 

his father. 

5. Tschaikowsky taught at the • 

6. ecause of help received from 

Tschaikowsky was able to spend his time composing . 
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3. Anton Dvorak 

Anton Dvorak was born in the little country of Bohemia which 

is now a part of Czecho-Slovakia-. Anton was the oldest of eight 

children and was expected to help his father who was an inn keeper 

and butcher . Bohemia was a land of folk son. s and dances and Dvorak 

became interested in the music of his native land. Music was taught 

in the schools and by the time Anton was fourteen he could play the 

organ, violin, and piano. 

The father still wanted him to give up music and so in order to 

persuade his father that he should study music he composed a piece for 

the village band. However , Dvorak did not know that the trumpet was 

a transposing instrument and so his composition ended in a dismal 

failure and he went to work for his father . 

Dvorak finally got his wish and was allowed to study at the 

only music school in Prague . It was not until he received a chance 

to play in the orchestra of the opera house that he was able to study 

the scores of many of the great com.posers . 

For many years Dvorak wrote music in all forms and then he would 

tear them up because he didn ' t think them good enough. Finally he 

allowed his music to be published. He became very well known in his 

native Bohemia and then he was asked to come to America to teach in 

the 1ew York Conservatory. While he was in America he wrote a 

symphony which he called his "New r orld Symphonyn . 

Dvorak died in his native Bohemia in 1904. 
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Fill in the blanks . 

1 . Dvorak was born in -----------
2. Dvorak ' s father was a and • -------- ----------
3. Dvorak' s first interest in music was in the 

of his native land . 

4. pvorak was finally allowed to study music at the only music 

school in • 

5. Dvorak ' s first chance to study the scores of many great composers 

was when he played in the orchestra at the • -----------
6. Dvorak came to America to teach at the 

7. While in America he wrote the " rt . 
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4. Claude Debussy 

Claude Debussy (!:a.y-byoe>-see) is sometimes knovm as the founder 

of modern music because of the pew style of writing he used. 

He was born in Paris in 1862 . There were no musicians in his 

family and his father had planned that he should be a sailor . A 

ldnd lady who saw his interest in music offered to give him piano 

lessons free . He did so well that he was admitted to the Paris 

Conservatory at the a e of eleven. 

Many of Debussy's pieces were not written in the major or minor 

scales that other musicians used. He used the whole tone scale which 

ave a new harmony to which the ear was unaccustomed. The whole tone 

scale is a scale in which all of the intervals are whole steps . 

Debussy wrote music in many forms for orchestral and choral 

roups but we remember him most for his seventy-five piano pieces and 

fifty songs . He died in 1918 . 
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Fill in the blanks . 

1 . Debussy was born in 

2. His father planned for him .to be a . ---------
3. Because he did so well in music he was admitted to the 

at the age of eleven . ---------
h. Debussy used the - --·----

in writin much of his music . 

5. Debussy is remembered most for his - ------- piano pieces 

and his son s . 
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S. Jean Sibelius 

Jean Sibelius was born in 186S in a little Finnish tm,m where 

his father was an army doctor . 

As a very little boy he would make up music on the piano. 71hen 

he was older he studied the violin and he often liked to take his 

violin with him to the woods in the summer and there he would express 

on his violin the things he heard and saw. While he wa.s attending 

school he played his violin in the school orchestra and also in 

concerts with his brother and friends . 

Sibelius spent some time studying law but soon went to Berlin to 

study music . He also studied in Vienna. 

When he returned to Finland he was already a well known composer . 

Much of his music is based upon the old folk legends of Finland. 

The governrnent of Finland gave Sibelius a yearly pension so that 

he could spend his time in writing instead of having to teach in order 

to earn his living . Sibelius still lives on his lovely country 

estate about twenty miles from the Finnish capital . 
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Fill in the blanks . 

1. Jea.n Sibelius was born in the country of • 

2. As a little boy he played the piano and when he was older he 

learned to play the -------------
3. Sibelius studied in both and • 

4. Much of Sibelius' music is based upon the old 

of Finland. 

5. The overrunent of Finland gave Sibelius a 

so that he could spend his time composin • 

------
----------

6. Sibelius is near the capital of his 

native country, Finland . 
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1 . 3 Rhythm 
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Rhythm 

In 3 rhythm there are 3 cqunts in a measure . The eighth note 
8 

gets one count . The accent is always on the first cQlnt . *Here a.re 

some examples of 3 rhythm. 
8 

{f. "11en the eighth note receives one count we use this chart of 
values: ' -J :! 

I = 

§JJJI) 11 
I N .3 12- 3 

1 count 
2 counts 
! count 

Write 8 measures of 3 rhythm making each measure different . 

3 
8 

2. 9 Rhythm 
8 

8 

II 

In 9 rhythm there are 9 counts in a measure . The eighth note 
8 

gets one count . The accent is on the first count with secondary 

accents on the fourth and seventh c~ints . Here are some examples of 

9 rhythm. 
8 

~ rr:1 m ITI J f J 1 J. 
:> > > > > > 

I 2 , f $ ' 7 t '/ I a, 3 -ts- ' 11'1 
mien 9 rhythm is ·sung or played at a fast tempo we 

8 
beat only three to a measure giving the J. the beat . 

~ mmm 
> > .,> 

I % 3 

J ) J ., J. 
~ 

' 
> 
2, 

~ 

3 

sometimes 
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Write eight measures of 9 rhythm making each measure different o 
8 

9 
8 

3. Ear Training. 

Listen while your teacher taps these measures of 3 rhythm. 
8 

Can you write them? 

3 
8 

Listen while your teacher taps these measures of 9 rhythm. 
8 

Can you write them? 

9 
8 

9 
8 

II 

II 

JI 

II 

11 
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4. Review 

1 . Place the names of the lines and spaces on this staff. 

2. Spell these words on the grand staff . 

- - ------1...------- --

PEA b 

f AC.. E a A b 

3. Write one note equal to the time value of the following: 

J+J: 
J+J: 
J + J-; 
JtJ+J+J:: 

J tA tJ+J-=

J. t J .. :: 

J.J+ ... : 
j t).-J~ 
J..-)-:. 
lt)+J+J-=-
1+ .t. l-: 
J ... Jt}~J-, 
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h. Place measu~e bars in the correct places . 

f J J J1 J J J ~ J' 7 J J. -, J J J . 
l J J .l J J IJ J J J. J' J J l J J ._ 0\ ~ J • 
t JiJJJJJJn.Jn.J.tJ.\.fffJJJ o 

i J J' J .l' J. J. J ., J ., JTJ J. J ., J )' J. J. 
§ m J f 1 1 ., J. .n .t : J , J' 'Y J J . 
~ m m .. .rn J. J .t J. m JJ J 1 . \. J 

5. Review. 

1 . Give the meaning of the following : 

1 . A TE 0 

2. LARGO 

3. A CAPPELLA 

4. RIT . 

5. ALLEGRO 

6. p 

7. f 

8. mf 

. 9. cresc. 

10. dim. 
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2. Name the keys • 

3. Here are some rhythms . As your teacher taps them, listen 

carefully and then write them. 

2 · 

1 11 
4 

3 

ii 4 

4 
4 II 
3 

11 
8 

6 

11 8 
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J. Ear training . (Teacher ' s copy) 

~ J i i I .J i I J i I J . II 
~ i .l' J- I J. I J .P ) J I J. II 

~mmm I J. m J. I J )'J)JJ I J. J. J. II 

~mm m I l. J. J. 1 am u IJ Jm 1 II 
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Unit VI 

4 J J ' I1 J 1n n I J ~ 

t J J J lJ J ,n J J j J. II 

t J J J J J J J In JJ J I o II 

§m I J J I .\ ! I J . IJ 

~mm1J.tJJ JJ. m I J. II 
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Unit VI 

1. Stephen Foster . 

Itooems truly significant that the American song writer, Stephen 

Foster, should have been born on the Fourth of July. His music has 

become so familiar to the American people that they often think of 

Foster tunes as folk tunes . 

Stephen Foster was born in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania in 1826. 

Here he spent most of his life . As Pittsburgh lay at the head of the 

Ohio river it was the end of the lon journey by steamboat from New 

Orleans . Here he heard the songs of the negro deck hands and these 

sons made a great impression upon him. 

As a young man he spent four years in Cincinnati where he worked 

as a bookkeeper but he soon was writing songs, many of them for the 

black- faced minstrel shows which became popular durin his life . 

lthouqh his musical training was limited, his simple melodies achieved 

greatness because they voice universal feelings . Stephen Foster wrote 

many songs that have become a part of our American heritage . Here is 

a list of some of these songs . The class will enjoy singing them. 

"Old Folks at Home" 

ncampt own Races n 

"My Old Kentucky Homen 

"Old Black Joe n 

"Oh, Susanna0 

"Come '/here My Love Lies Dreaming" 

, "Jeanie i th the Li ht Brown Hair" 
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2. American Folk Songs . 

Folk songs are songs of the people as they make an effort to 

entertain themselves as they work and play. They are never songs 

that have been c.omposed . America has many folk songs which were 

created by the people as they built a new empire . 

There are t he religious songs , t he negro spirituals and the 

white spirituals . There a r e wor k songs such as the songs of the lumber

jacks , the cowboys , the railroad men, and the miners . Then, too, there 

are those songs sung merely as social entertainment . 

Here are a few of the very familiar folk s onP-s . Sing some of 

them. 

"Go Down Moses" 

"Steal Away" 

"Deep Rivertt 

"Dogie Song'' 

"The Trail to [exico11 

"I' ve Been Working on t he Railroad" 

"Down in the Coal .Mine" 

"Buffalo Gal n 

"Arkansas Traveler" 
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3. Igor Stravinsky. 

The Russian canposer, Igor Stravinsky, was born in Russia in 

1882. His father was a well lalown singer but planned for his son to 

study law. Al though as a youth Stravinsky did well in his piano study 

it was not until he heard Josef Hofmann play that he was instired to 

really work industriously. Duri ng his university days he did some study 

in harmony and counterpoint . It was Rimsky- Korsakoff, wh om he met when 

he was 22 , wh o influenced him to devote his life to music . 

Stravinsky, like many other Russian composers , became interested 

in the Russian ballet and wrote a great amount of music for the dance . 

His music is very different , full of new sounds and rhythms . 

Durin the Russian revolution Stravinsky moved to Paris and has 

lived there most of the time since then. He has toured as a conductor 

and also with his son, Soulima Stravinsky, a pianist . 

Listen to his "L Sacre du Printemps" and you will get an idea of 

the changes he brought to music . 
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4. Ferde Grofe . 

Ferde Grefe (gro-fa) was born in New York City in 1892 . His 

mother was a graduate of the Leipsig Conservatory and it was under 

her fine instruction that he first studied music . At the age of six

teen he published his first c omposi ti on and a year later became a 

member of the Los Angeles Symphony. 

He is best known for his modern descriptive suite, in which he 

uses many novel jazz arrangements . Listen to some of the numbers from 

his "Mississippi Suite" or his "Grand Canyon Suite". 
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5. George Gershwin. 

The American composer, George Gershwin was born in Brooklyn in 

1898. He was the first to write symphonic jazz . Symphonic jazz is the 

kind of jazz that is played by a symphony orchestra and that is written 

according to the rules of serious music . 

George Gershwin was the only member of his family who was talented 

musically and he started the study of piano as a young boy. His first 

serious study of music came through harmony lessons with Hambilzer . 

After leaving school Gershwin became a song writer for a Tin Pan 

Alley music p~blisher. All of the time he kept trying new ideas and 

ways of uni ting jazz with serious music . This idea was achieved in his 

composition, "Rhapsody in Bluett which he wrote for piano and orchestra. 

It was written for Paul Vfhiteman 's Carnegie Hall Concert in order to prove 

that jazz could be used in concert style . 

Thus it was Gershwin who first took the popular music of Tin Pan 

Alley and enriched it into a new form of American music . He wrote such 

serious works as "An American in Paris", "A Piano Concerto in F" and 

the negro folk opera, "Porgy and Bess. u 



BOOK 2 
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Unit I 

1. Review - Grand Staff. 

Review of Theory 

The rand staff is made up of two five line staves connected by 

a bar and brace. 

lne top staff has a 
treble clef sign. 

The bottom staff has a 
bass clef sign. 

The lines of the treble staff are: E GB D F 

The lines of the bass staff are: GB D F A 

The spaces of the treble staff are: FACE 

The spaces of the bass staff are: ACE G 

ve have a line and two spaces between the staves. They are BCD 

Practice naming the lines and spaces on the follovdng staves. 

~ 

I~ , 
~ r\ 

V 

I 

. ..I.'. ~· I 
• 
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2. Notes and Rests. 

Be sure you know the time value of the following notes and rests. 

0 --- whole :::r 4 counts 

d ..... half - 2 cQunts 

J l quarter : 1 count 

J 7 eighth = J_ count 2 

) y sixteenth :: l count 4 

Practice making these notes and rests . 

----. - ---·-----

·---------- __ .. ____ _ 

- -·--- ··~ - ---------------------------

-------------- ·- --------

Give one note that will equal the value of the following. 

Example: J + J = J 
J + J :: J-,.Jt)+J= 
; t l : J~J+~+,\~ 
J + J+}~ }+}~)+}: 
f~r= Jt71-J = 

J+J+.f+)= 1+1~ }t)= 
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J . Rhythm. 

At the beginning of every song we find two numbers . These 

numbers we call the time signature . 

Some of the time signatures are : 

2 3 4 3 6 9 2 3 
4 4 4 8 8 8 2 2 

The top number always tells us the number of counts in a measure . 

The lower number tells us the kind of note that receives one beat . 

Give the meaning of the following : 

2 
4 

3 
4 

4 
4 

6 
8 

3 
8 

2 
2 

Spell the followin words in 2 rhythm. 
4 

Example : 

8 

A c.. E FADE BADGE 
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4. Spell on the bass staff in 3 rhvthm the follow in 4 ,, words ; 

-------..:.--.--, ,---- -

A G-E CASBAGJ 8 AO G£'" 0£ AF 

Spell on the treble staff in 4 rhythm the following words : 
4 

BE£f 8 AC.GAGE D AD F" AC f 

5. Spell on the treble staff in 6 rhythm the following words : 
8 

ABE 8ADG-£ FAPE 
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Unit I 

1 . How Music Began. 

The first people who lived upon this earth had music . Their 

music was the music of nature - the steady rhythm of the waves on the 

shore or the songs of the birds . 

They soon began to make music of their own but because life was 

hard and cruel music had to be useful . Drums could be used to call 

the warriors to ether, the flute could be used to call the shepherd's 

flock together . Songs were the chants of the warrior or the soft 

lullabies of a mother . There was no way of teaching music to the new 

generation except by rote . 

Of all these ancient people the Greeks have given the most to 

our mcx:lern music . Their instrument called the monochord was the 

for- runner of our string instruments . Fran the Greeks we learned the 

theory of vibration. The early Greek scales or modes were the patterns 

for our modern major and minor scales . 

You may also hear about the Greek God, 

God of fosic . 

ollo, who was their 
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Fill in the blanks. 

1. The first music was the music of -----------
2. The first music of man had to be useful and they found that drums 

cculd be used to • 

J . The only way of teaching music to the new eneration was by 

4. Of all the ancient people the have 

given the most to modern music . 

5. The Greek scales wer e known as 

6. The Greek God of usic was 
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2. Early Christian and Roman usic . 

Much of the music of the early Christian eriod was borrowed 

from the Greeks . The Greek chants which they used in their temples 

became the chants of the Christians. When St. Paul went on his 

journey to carry the news of Christ he founded his earliest churches 

among the Greek people . They combined their old temple chants with 

the Hebrew hymns taught them by Paul . 

Later the Christians in Rome used some of the same chants , as 

they had learned all they knew about music from the Greeks . noble 

lady of Rome who was a fine musician ave up her life for the new 

faith and became known as the patron saint of music, St . Cecelia . 

lfusic of the early church was sung as each church wanted. Some 

of it was good, some bad. Pope Gregory decreed that all chants f ollow 

a certain set of laws and rules . Chants written with these rules in 

mind are lmown as Gregorian chants . 
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Fill in the blahks . 

1. The early Christians used the ---------- of the 

Gree ks with their Hebrew hymns . 

2. The patron saint of music was ----·------. 
3. It was Pope who decreed that all 

chants follow a certain set of rules . 

4. These chants written according to the rules of Pope Gregory 

are lmown as • 
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3. Classical Period. 

During the second half of the eighteenth century there were 

many changes in musical forms . This period was known as the classical 

period in music . It was a period in which the canposer followed very 

rigid rules of writing. The form which most of them followed was the 

symphony and its related f orm, the sonata with emphasis on melody. 

Durin this period there was great advancement in the mechanics of 

instruments . Vienna was the center of activity for these camp osers . 

Orie of the first composers who employed these new forms was 

Haydn. He is sometimes lmown as t he "father of the symphonytt because 

he wrote so many pieces in this new symphony style . rti.s the director 

of an orchestra for the Esterhazy family he had ample opportunity to 

write . 

Haydn ' s great contributions to music were the standardizing of 

the instrumentation of the orchestra and the defining of the sonata 

form .. 

Listen to some of the symphonies of Haydn. You will enjoy his 

"Surprise Symphonytt and his ttFarewell Symphony" • 
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Fill in the blanks . 

1 . The classical period began during the second half of the 

century. 

2. The classical pericxi was a period in which the canposer followed 

rigid of writing. 

3. This was a period in which the emphasis was placed on -----
4. One of the first composers to write in the classical style was 

5. Haydn is s omctimes lmown as the • -----------------
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4. Classical Period and ozart . 

Although Mozart was twenty-four years younger than Haydn they 

belong to the same period in music history. As a young boy Mozart 

had been an outstanding performer and had toured the principal cities 

of Europe . lthough ozart held no important positions during his 

life and had to earn a very poor living by teaching and giving con

certs he still found time to write many fine compositions . 

r. ozart wrote all types of compositions . He wrote o eras, 

symphonies , chamber music , and choral music . His compositions are 

cited as true examples of the classical period, perfect in all de

tails . He is considered one of the great masters of melody writing . 

Listen to the first movement of his "Symphony in G linorn, one of his 

best examples of symphonic writing . 



( 
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Fill in the blanks . 

1 . Another composer besides Haydn who belon s to this same 

classical period is • -------------
2. As a young boy Mozart had been an outstanding performer and 

had toured the principal cities of -------------
3. Mozart ' s music is cited as a true example of the ------
h. He is considered a master of • -------------

• 
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5. Classical Period and Beethoven. 

The composer wh o brought the classical period to its completion 

was another German composer, Ludwi Van Beethoven. It was Beethoven 

who enlarged upon the forms that had been presented by Haydn and 

ozart . 

s a young boy he studied music but never became the child prodigy 

.ozart had been. However , as a young man he became the outstanding 

pianist of his time . 

Some of the developments and contributions of Beethoven are his 

enlar ing of the sonata form, his development of the theme and varia

tions and his development of the scherzo as the third movement of a 

symphony. He also started the movement toward the Romantic period 

by not followin the rules of key relation practiced by Haydn and 

Mozart . 

Listen to Beethoven' s best known symphone , his Symphony o. V 

and also some of his piano sonatas . 
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Fill in the blanks. 

1 . The composer who brought the classical period to its completion 

was • --- -- _____ , __ _ 
2. Beethoven upon the form used by Haydn -----------

and Mozart . 

3. As a young man he became the outstanding - --- --- ----
of his time . 

4. Beethoven develo ed the 

ment of the symphony. 

5. Beethoven also started the movement toward the 

period. 

as the third move-
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Unit II Key Signatures 

1 . Finding DO. 

At the beginning of most pieces there is a group of sharps or 

·flats. These are calJed key signatures. 

When the key signature contains sharps DO is located by calling 

the sharp farthest and counting to DO . 

When the key signature contains flats DO is located by calling 

the flat farthest to the right FA and counting to IX) 

Find DO in the following key signatures . 
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2. Naming the ·sharp keys • 

As a further study of key signatures we find that if we name 

the line or space on which we have placed DO we have named the key. 

3. Naming the flat keys . 

The flat keys are named in the same way. 

He.~ of F 

Name the key. 
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4. Placing sharps and f lats . 

Learn to place the sharps and flats in their correct places . 

Let • s see if you can learn to place the first five sharps and 

the first five flats in their correct places . 

placing five sharps : 

Practice placin five flats . 

---------------·- -- --- ------- L____. - - - -

\..~ .. 

p;~'.....~JllJ'------1--- --1----+--- --t----+--- 
v" I,,,,. 
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5. Musical Terms . 

Give the meaning of the following : 

1. PIANO 

2. PIANISSIMO 

3. MEZZO FORTE 

4. FORTE 

5. FORTISSIMO 

6. CRESCENDO 

7 • . DEC~SCENDO 

8. DI .ITNUENDO 

9. CODA 

10. DAL SIGNO 

11. LARGO 

12. ANDANTE 

13. m ER TO 

14. ALLIDRO 

15. PRESTO 

16 . RITARDANDO 

17 . PIU MOSSO 

18 . TE a:f'O 

19 . ACCELERENDO 

20. A CAPPELLA 
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Unit II The Orchestra 

1. Mcx:iern Symphony. 

The modern symphony orchestra dates fran about the middle of 

the eighteenth cent ury. The first composer to use a definite grouping 

of instruments was Haydn. He divided his orchestra into four groups: 

strings , woodwinds , brass and percussion. The orchestration of the 

orchestra has changed little since Beethoven added a French Horn 

quartet . 

The modern symphon consists of 80 to 115 layers . The greatest 

number of these players are string players as this is the most important 

group of instruments in the orchestra. Each group of instruments has 

its evm tone characteristics which ~ call tone color. The different 

conbinations of these characteristics give the varied tone colors of 

a symphony orchestra. It is the composers ability to use these different 

tone colors in their limitless varieties that makes his music reat . 
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Fill in the blanks . 

1. The modern symphony orchestra dates from the middle of the 

century. - - ----------
2. The first ccmposer to use a definite grouping of instruments 

was • 

3. The modern symphony orchestra has fran 

players . 

4. Each group of i nstruments has its O\Vn 

to 

-------------

5. It is the composers ability to that - ----
makes his music great . 
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2. Tone and Range of Strin s . 

The string family is made up of four instruments : violin, viola, 

cello and double bass . 

The violin, viola and cello each have four strings . The double 

bass usually has four strings but occasionally a fifth strin is added . 

The violin strings are tuned five tones apart . 

'"O" g. 
The viola uses the viola clef and is tuned in fifths . 

-- --=°-~ - - - --1 
tr e 

The cello is also tuned in fifths but uses the bass clef. 

The double bass is tuned in fourths . It uses the bass clef and 

sounds an octave lavver than it is written. 

These string instru.rnents are usuall played with a bow but may 

be plucked. 
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Fill in the blanks . 

1 . The string family is made up of four instruments: the -----· ' 
..i.---·-------' and 

2. The violin, viola and cello each have strings. 

3. The violin, viola and cello are tuned in 

but the double bass is tuned in 

4. The string instruments are usually played with a 

5. The· strings of the violin are • ------
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3. Tone and funge of the foodwinds • 

The woodwind instru.ments were originally made of wood but we 

find many of them now made of metal. They have a complicated system 

of keys plus a basic six keys . 

The flute is a C instrument and can play fran middle C to high 

C and it is possible to pl~ an octave higher. 
r-

e- = 
~~ - --

The oboe is also a C instrument . It can play a B below middle 

C to high C with ease and it is ossible to play hi h G. It is a 

double reed instrument . 

t 

The clarinet which is most used is a transposing instrument built 

in the key of B This means that all tones sound a major second 

(or a whole step) lower tan written. It is a sin le reed instrument. 
-9'" -

0 
The bassoon is the largest instrument of the woodwind family. 

It can make wide jmnps easily. It is a C instrument in the bass clef 

and uses a double reed . 

lio 
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Fi 11 in the blanks • 

1. The woodwind instruments were originally made of -------
2. The flute and oboe both play from the clef. 

3. The clarinet is a transposing instrument built in the key of 

• 

4. The and are double reed instruments. 

5. The --- is a single reed instrument . 
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4. Tone and Range of Brass . 

The brass section adds brilliance and sonority to the orchestra. 

Only a few are used as one brass instrument can be heard over a number 

of string instruments . 

The French horn is built in the key of F so sounds a perfect 

fifth lower than written. It has a very mellow tone . We usually find 

a quartet of French horns in the orchestra. 

-e,. poss• blc 

The trumpet is a ~ instrument and sounds a major second ( or 

whole step) lower than written. It is played by means of three valves . 

tr 
The trombone uses bass clef and is considered a C instrument in 

the bass clef. It is played by means of a slide which lengthens or 

shortens the pipe . 

J2 

-1 
The bass tuba has a deep powerful tone and is used to enforce the 

double bass . 
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Fill in the blanks . 

1 . Only a few instruments are needed in 

an orchestra . 

2. The French horn is built in the key of ----
3. The trumpet is built in the key of ----• 

4. The trombone and bass tuba read from the clef . -------
5. The is played by means of a slide. -------------
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5. Score Reading . 

This is what we call a score. The conductor looks at this as he 

directs the orchestra. You can see that he has th~ t each instrument 

** ~ -f~---~in.~ .p.. Seetho~eJ\ 
is playtng . 

rt-..tte 

( 
Oooe 

-S.ssoon 

Hor-n 

_ V ioli,, 'JC 

~ Viola 

~ • 
-J-a;..~---- : I 

I ,~ ., .... V . .. 
'-- ... . 
~i~r • -I I 

I I 
I ' ,, 

n - -
t - - -,. - I .,.~- I 

I. ,. -- . . -
I I 

~ t; ... ~ -,._ ... J I 

-,-· .. ~. . . 
I 

- .. D -

~? >-----• ( --. _- .JI! 
-· 

-- >--· .. " 
... 1.1 

t . -4 ... .,. .. ... .. 
~ 

I 1).. 
I - - -· tt-t ~-=r--4~ ... -
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Unit III 

1. Intervals. 

An interval is the distance between two tones or the difference 

in pitch between two tones. The two tones may be sounded at the same 

time or may follow the other. 

The name of the interval is determined by the number of degrees 

it occupies. A degree is a line or space . 

aiiwrl 3-...I 4f..,. s11t , 1'i 711t i TJt 
Name the following intervals . 
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2. Tetrachord pattern. 

C. D E f (; A s C 0 £ ,.. ; A B 

With this picture of the keyboard you can actually see the 

interval. For writing scales we need to know about whole steps and 

half steps . 

From key to key is a half step. 

If we leave a key between we call it a whole step . 

Example: B - C half step 

E F half step 

C c* half step 

Di- - E half step 

C - D whole step 

D - E whole step 

cl n"'' whole step 

E Ff whole step 

A tetrachord is a succession of four tones . There are whole 

steps between one and two and two and three . There is a half step 

between three and four . 
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3. Sharp Scales 

The major scale consists of two tetrachords, one following the 

other, with a whole step between. 

C. 1) E F Q. /\ B C 

1 

2 

3 
4 _____ _ 

1 

whole step 

whole step 

half step 

whole step 

whole step 
2 ~ 

3 
$ whole step 

half step 
4 

FollON:i.ng this pattern write scales starting on the following 
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4. Flat Scales. 

This same tetrachord pattern can be followed in writing the 

flat scales . 

Tetrachord 1 2 3 4 
V 

--------

With this pattern ·in mind write the following flat scales . 

----------
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Unit III Romantic Period 

1 . Introduction to the Period. 

t the beginning of the nineteenth century there crone a tim~ ~hen 

composers rebeled against the set rules of the classical period and 

ventured out into new forms . This period became known as the Romantic 

period. The composer of this sought to express his own feelings and 

expressions . 

Some of the new forms developed during this period were the art 

song, program music , piano music and music drama . It. was also a period 

in which the art of orchestral conducting developed. Literature about 

music and musicians was written in greater volume . 

We will study some of the outstanding composers in these various 

fields during the Romantic period. Schubert became the outstanding 

figure in the art song field . Program music was developed by such 

composers as Liszt and Mendelssohn. With the developnrent of the piano 

we find Chopin devoting his entire life to writing for that instrument. 

Wagner was the composer who combined music and drama into a new form 

of opera . 

The conductors of the day ere such men as Liszt, Berlioz and 

Wagner; Berlioz and Wagner along with Se~umanri wrote a great amount of 

literature about music . 
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Fill in the blanks . 

1 . The be inning of the nineteenth century was the beginning of 

the period. 

2. The composers of this period rebeled a ainst the ----------
of the classical period . 

3. Some of t he new forms developed during this period were the 

------------ ------' 
and • ------- - ----------------

4. This period was also one in which the art of - ----------
developed . 
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2. Art Song . · Schubert 

An art son is a musical setting for a poem. It is written for 

a sola voice with some instrumental accompaniment . The acccmpaniment 

is very important for an art song as it sets the mood for the words . 

Schubert is sometimes called the ''Creator of the rt Song" . In 

his short life he wrote about 600 songs . The words of his songs were 

the poems of such great poets as Shakespeare and Goethe and the unknown 

poems of his friends . 

These beautiful songs of Schubert were not well known until the 

great singer, Vogl, heard them and sang many of them in concerts . 

Listen to some of these son s of Schubert . Notice how he makes 

use of the accompaniment . 

The Erl- King 

Hark, Hark the Lark 

Who Is Sylvia 

Ave Maria 

Serenade 
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Fill in the blanks . 

1. 

2. 

J. 

h. 

s. 

A musical setting for a poem is called a..~ ----- ---------
The is very important for an art song . 

Schubert was s ometimes called the ----------------
Sch~bert wrote about ---
Two of Schuberts songs are and 

. 

• 
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3. Piano fu.sic . 

During the Romantic Period there were many improvements made 

upon the piano. Steel strings were intruduced and the sound-board 

was improved. The keyboard was lengthened and the key action was made 

faster . Now , the piano could be used in the concert halls . 

Two composers of this eriod, Chopin and Liszt, wrote music for 

the piano and then gave concerts of their own works . 

Chopin composed only for the piano. He was sometimes called the 

"poet .o· the pianotr because his music was like a little poem or picture 

of his feelings . 

Liszt wrote some orchestral music but he was known as the 

"Paganini of the Piano't because of the great technical skill he dis

played in his compositions . 

Listen to sane of these well known piano pieces written by 

Chopin and Liszt . 

Fantasie-Impromptu 

ti.nute Waltz 

~.iazurka 

HungariaD Rhapsody 

Liebestraum 

Chopin 

Chopin 

Chopin 

Liszt 

Liszt 
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Fill in the blanks . 

1 . One of the great improvements on the piano during the Romantic 

period was the introduction of ----------- strings . 

2. Two composers who wrote for the piano during this period were 

and • 

J . Chopin was sometimes called the 

4. Liszt was lmown as 

S. A well known composition by Chopin is 
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4. Program irusic 

Program music is music which tries to describe events or moods . 

The composer has some particular scene or story in mind when he writes 

the music . 

Mendelssohn could write equally well i n classical or romantic styles . 

However , he has s ome outstanding examples of program music . 

s a young boy he r ead Shakespeare ' s "Midsummer Nights Dreamtt and 

wrote what we call the incidental music from " ffidsummer } ights DreEpn. " 

It is a picture in music of Shakespeare ' s play. 

Mendelssohn toured Scotland once and ·while there he visited the 

Hebrides Islands . It was with this picture in mind that he wrote his 

famous Hebrides or Fingal Cave Overture . 

Listen to the recordings of: 

1~.lidsummer Nights Dream Overture n 

"Fingals Cave iverture ' 
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Fill in the blanks. 

1 . Music that tells a story is known as • 

2. One of the writers of program music during this period was 

• ___ , ___________ _ 
J . fondelssohn ' s music to "fidsummer Nights Dream" was based on 

a play by • ----------------
4. Mendelssohn's 11Fingals Cave Overture n was inspired by his visit 

to • 
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5. Niusic Drama. 

Wagner became interested in drama as a young boy and later he 

took up the study of music . He later canbined the two in a new form 

of opera which he called music drama. He had the idea that the orchestra 

should not furnish merely vocal accompaniment but that it should set the 

atmosphere for the acting. He also used the idea of a little musical 

phrase which he called a motif to introduce each character. You will 

notice that the Wagner solos do not have long melodies but that the 

voice 'is used as if it were just another instrument in his orchestra. 

His operas were so different thct many people did not like them. 

OW\ they are performed quite often. 

Listen to some of his music from Lohen~rin and Parsifal. 
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Fill in the blanks . 

1 . The great writer of music drama during the Romantic period was 

2. Wagner made the 

ace om animent . 

3. fagner ' s solos do not have long 

more than a vocal 

• 

4. Wagner also used the idea of a little musical phrase to 

introduce each • ------·-- --------
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Unit IV 

1. Modulation. 

Very often when singing or playing a musical composition we 

find a change of key signatures during the piece . This change of 

keys is called MODULATION. 

Name the keys in these modulations : 
So"'3 of Sherwood 'Ro9er.s 

- _i--,--li.\---:~=-------t---r-----.-.!11=-----A-~ .... -A--....----i~ ~--
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2. Ear Training in Rhythm. 

Listen to these rhythms as your teacher taps them. Can you 

write them? 

2 
4 

2 
4 

2 
4 

2 
4 J 

.11 

JI 

II 

II 
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3. Ear Training in Rhythm. 

Listen to these measures of 3 rhythm as your teacher taps them. 

Can you write them? 

3 
4 

3 
4 

3 
4 

3 
4 

4 

li 

11 

l 

ti 

11 . 
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4. Ear Training in Rhythm. 

Listen to these measures of 4 rhythm as your teacher taps 
4 

them. Can you write them? 

4 
4 

4 
4 

4 
4 

4 
4 

- ~ 

ll 

J II 

] 

JI 

J 

I . 
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5. Ear Training in Rhythm. 

Listen to these measures of 6 rhythms as your teacher taps 
8 

them. Can you write them? 

6 
8 

6 
8 

6 
8 

6 
8 

11 

JJ 

II 
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Unit IV Teacher ' s Copy 

2
• r J ; n n I n J J J 11 

EJ~ I Jn I n~ lJ~ II 

t J.) · I lJ J l J. J 1 J J 

nn J. 1 I J J 1J II 

En JJ 
l 

i J -! I .I ~ i J .J 1 

JJ l I J .. J . I JJJ] J J J fl 

3. l J J J ~J J i nJ J l J . II 

t J J .I I .I A J 1 J. J J j J d II 

l JJ J J l JJJ l JJ In; 
I 

nJJ . l J .I .J JDJJ IJ, II 

u. J'J I J ._J .J I J] JJ J I- .I J I 

J. J J 1 J .) J l!JJJJJIJ II 
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· 
4
• . t J · J .I .! · I D J JJ .J I J J J I o J 

tJJJJ · I JlJ A 1nnJ I.IJ J 

t .lJJJ 1J.)JJJ1J1L~ IJJJi I 

JJ.JJJ~I JJ,dJ~I .lJ .J 1 Io I 

t J.IJJ 1nJI.HIJJJJ IDflJAI 

J J 1 J. J' J ~ I J J .I J I J J II 

5
• i mm I J ) J J Imm I J. J. II 

i JJJ ill I J 1 J. I J J' .J. I J. J. II 

. ~ J1J J. I ill J I J 11 J'n I J. J. I 

m J. I m m I J ) J ) ' J. J II 

i J j J J I J J. I m J. I m J. I 
J i J ) I J . .I i I Jn )nl ..J. J. II 

'---"""'" 
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Unit IV Folk Music 

1 . American Folk Music . 

m-ien we speak of folk songs we are speald.n of sangs created by 

the people . W"e do not always know the ccmposers of folk music. -· any 

times they are composed by a group of people in their efforts to express 

their feelings . These songs were handed on from one generation to another 

by rote for many years before they were written. 

Each country may have many different kinds of folk songs . In 

America we have the negro spirituals, the cowboy sones , the work songs 

of the railroad and canal and also those songs used as entertainment 

by the pioneers . 

Here are some examples of American folk music . You will find 

many of them in your song boom . Sing some of them. 

The Dyi nq; Cowboy 

Old Paint 

I Got Shoes 

Go own, Moses 

Erie Canal 

Arkansas Traveler 
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Fill in the blanks. 

1 . Folk songs are s ongs created by the ------------
2. These s on~s were often handed on fran one genera.ti on to the 

next by - ------------
J. Each country has its ---------------

son s . 

4. Two types of folk sangs in America are 

and 

kind of folk 
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2. Folk Songs· of the British Isles . 

The· British Isles in which we find the countries of England, 

Scotland, Ireland and fales have a wealth of folk s mgs and dances . 

!any of them have been sung in .America for generations until ·we often 

think of them as our own. lthou h these countries are closely related 

we find a great variety in their songs . 

England has been known as the "land of song" since the middle ages . 

The security of their home life brought about many happy songs . On 

Saturday nights the village green was the scene of many singing games 

and dances . Even the children took part with such games as "Looby Loon 

and n_ ulberry Bush 11 • The singing of rounds was enjoyed by the English 

people . The first known record of a written round was in England where 

"Summer is acumen in"' is considered the oldest round in the world . 

Carols are folksongs used for various seasons of the church year 

or for special days of the church calendar . The En lish have many 

Christmas carols one of the most famous of which is "God Rest Ye Merry 

Gentlemen" . They also used carols for such seasons as spring, singing 

the nMay Day Carol" . 

Scotch music is very rhythmic although it may use very few tones 

of the scale . They used the bagpipe as an accompaniment for their songs 

and because the early bagpipes had only five tones the melody was 

limited. Typical son s of Scotland are "C01'.Ilin 1 Thur the Rye" and "Auld 

Lang Syne" . The later son is an old Scotch folk tune with words by 

the ~eat Scotch poet Robert Burns. 

The Irish jig is probably the liveliest dance in all Europe . It 

is usually a fast dance in 6/8 rhythm. Many of their songs are built 
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on the whole tone scale . For many years the ancient Irish castle of 

Tara was the scene of many contests and festivals of songs each year. 

The most popular instrument of accompaniment was the .harp . 

Sing the beautiful Irish song "Bendemeers Stream". Can you hum 

the tune of the "Irish r.Tasherwoman°? 

The , elsh people sang music in four part harmony way back in the 

J,1'iddle ges . Their songs are noted for their great dignity. They 

usually used a harp as an accompaniment . These ancient Irish harps 

were quite small, many of them havin only three strings. ·They were 

carried on horseback and were considered the sign of a gentleman as 

no slave was allowed to have a harp . 

Sing the beautiful old Welsh songs, "All Thru the Night tt and 

"The sh Grove" . 
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Fill in the bianks • 

1. The British Isles consist of , ----------
____ , 

and -------------- -------------
2. Because English home life was secure their songs were • -------
3. The first knovm recorded round is • -----------------
4. Scotch music is very • ---------------
5. The Irish is one of the liveliest dances ------------

in Europe. 

6. The instrument used by the Irish as an accompaniment for their folk 

songs was the • --------------
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3. Folk Songs of Europe . 

As we study the folk songs of Europe we find that the countries 

with fertil soil and much sunshine have light, gay songs, while those 

countries in which the people must display a greater ambition in order 

to make a living show this same energetic feeling in their music . 

In Spain many of the folk songs are love songs and their dances 

may be formal or . reckless . 

The Italian folk song places beauty of melody as most important. 

As with the Spanish, most of their songs are love songs. However, the 

Italian dances are less dramatic than Spanish dances . 

The songs of the French peasants are simple and peaceful showing 

an atmosphere of contentment and their dances are graceful and lively. 

Each province has its own songs . The most common accompaning instrument 

was the lute . 

The German folk tunes have become so much a art of the composed 

music of that country that they are hard to identify as such. They 

have a contented, pleasant atmosphere, typical of the German people. 

Their dances are gay but not spirited. 

The group of Scandinavian countries represent sane of the oldest 

civilization of Europe . They have preserved thru 1118.ny centuries their 

folk-lore. "Sorrow is the source of singingtt says an old Finnish pro

verb and we find songs in minor keys prevalent in all Scandinavian 

folk tunes. This may be due partly to the s anber climate of these 

northern countries. 
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Sing some of these European folk songs . 

Santa Lucia 

0 Sole Mio 

Duke of albrouck 

At Piorrots Door 

Italy 

Italy 

France 

France 

When I was Seventeen Swedish 

• It 

I 
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Fill in the blanks. 

1. The folk songs of the sunny warm climate are very ---------
2. In Spain many of the folk son s are ---------- song~. 

3. The Italian folk songs are Im.own for their beautiful • ---------
4. Each province in France has its own • ----·---------
5. Many Scandinavian folk songs are in a key. ----------
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h. Folk Songs of sia . 

The music of Asia dates back thousands of years before Christ. 

Because the people of Asia do not use the same scales as the western 

world their music smunds very stran e to us with its different rhythms 

and harmonies . The best examples of the music of Asia are found in the 

folk songs of China, Japan and India. 

As Chinese music is cultivated only by the lower classes the most 

characteristic melodies are the folk songs of the sailors and mountain-

eers • . 

Japanese folk music often describes the many festivals and the 

history of the Japanese people . 

Native instruments used to accom any these songs a.re usuall y 

various types of string instruments and those made of bamboo. 

You will find a few examples of the folk songs of Asia in your 

song books . 
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Fill in the blanks . 

1 . The people of sia do not use the same as the -------- - - -
western world . 

2. Chinese music is cultivated only by the ·----- ----·· 
3. Native instruments used to accompany these folk songs are usually 

and those made of 
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5. Latin America . 

Sometimes we Americans think of Latin ~'1nerica as .iexico. That is 

only a small part of it . 11 of Central America and South imerica are 

included in the term Latin America . '{e sometimes think that the music 

of Latin !merica is all Spanish. lthough the Spanish influence is 

great the old Indian culture has remained and their music has survived . 

The music of ~frica and Portugal has added its influence also. 

The songs and dances of Latin merica are so interwoven that they 

are s ·ometimes difficult to classify. The accompaning instruments used 

are such native instruments as drums and guitars . 

Several Junior High s one_; books have a roup of son s from Latin 

America . If you have any of these books sing a group of son~s . 

_[usic Highways and Bywal! - Mcconathy, Beattie, }~organ 
Published by Silver Burdett Company, pp . 93-115 

'-lisic of any Lands and People - McConathy, Beattie, k organ 
P blished by Silver Burdett Company 

American Singer - Book 7 and Book 8 
American Book Company 
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I • 

Fill in the blanks . 

1. 'When we speak of Latin America music we mean the music of all of 

and 

2. Besides the Spanish influence, Latin !merican music is also 

influenced by , ----------
and music . ·---------------

J. The accompaning instruments used are mostly and ----------

4. The songs and dances of Latin America are -------------
h ' 
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Unit V 

1 . Terms related to vocal music . 

1 . C PPELLA 

2. ANTHEM 

3. ARIA 

~-· BALLAD 

s. C NTOR 

6. CHANT 

1. GLEE 

B. LIBRETTO 

9. LIEDER 

10. [ADRIG L 
•,, 

11. [ASS I~ 
11 ~ 

I 
•1, 

12 . OTET ~I, 
111 

13. RECIT TIVE 

14. ROUND 
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2. Ear Training in Melody. 

Now that you are learning to hear rhythms we are going to combine 

them with melody. 

Listen as your teacher plays this little IDE:1°ody in the key of C. 

It will be in 2 rhythm. It starts on C. 
4 

Here is another melody in 2 rhythm. This melody is in the 
4 

key of F. 

Here is a longer melody in 2 rhythm. It is in the key of G. 
4 

I 
II 
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3. Ear Training in Melody. 

We will change to melodies in 3 rhythm. Listen as your teacher 
4 

plays this melody in the key of C. 

Here is another melody in ·3 rhythm. This melody is in the key 
4 

of D. 

Here is a longer melody in 3 rhythm. It is in the key of F. 
4 ,,,, 

I 

111 
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4. Ear Training in elody. 

Here are some melodies in 4 rhythm. Listen as your teacher 
4 

plays this little melody in the key of C. Can you write it1 

1-A------+---t---t---- - -1 
Here is another little melody in 4 rhythm. This one is in the 

4 
key of A. 

This little tune in 4 rhythm is in the key of E~ . 
4 
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5. Ear Training in elody. 

_elodies in 6 rhythm are presented now. You will have to listen 
8 

carefully to these little tunes . 

The first tune is in the key of C. 

/ 

-- . .-J 

This next tune will be in the key of F. Listen car efully as 

your ·teacher plays_ it . 

This last tune in 6 rhythm is i n the key of G. Listen as your 
8 

teacher plays it . 

,, 
Ii 
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2. 

3. 
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Teacher ' s Copy. 
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4. 

·s. 



Unit V Nationalism In usic 

1 . Introduction - Russia - Rimsky-Korsakoff 

Mb.en the composer's writing are centered around an interest in 

the background and legends of his ovm country we call his music nation-

alistic . This presented a new group of composers . any of the composers 

used folk music as a basis of their writing . Some tried to make musical 

pictures of the scenery in their own country. Others tried to base their 

music upon the life of some national hero. 

·or a group of five Russian Nationalists Rimsky- Korsakoff is 

probably the best Im.own. He was an officer in the Russian navy, doing 

his compositions durin~ his time off . He finally retired frcm the navy 

so that he could devote his full time to music . He was always tryin~ to 

improve music in Russia . 

Rimsky-Korsakoff ' s "Scheherezade Suite" is an example of some of 

his best writing . It is based upon the story of the Arabian Nights . 

Listen to this music which Rimsky-Korsakoff calls a ttSymphonic Suite ." 
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2. Finland and Jorway. 

We have some fine examples of nationalism as portrayed by the 

Scandinavian composers Grieg and Sibeluis . Both have been accused of 

using the folk son~s of their country because they have so captured 

the spirit of their folk music . 

You have doubtless heard npeer Gynt Suite" by Grieg which is based 

on a Norwegian le end. Listen to some of his Symphonic Dances . They 

are based on Norwegian themes . 

create a national art . 

Always in his wri tin Grieg was trying to 

Sibeluis is reco nized as one of the ~reatest present- day composers . 

He has received a yearly allotment from the . overnment of Finland since 

he was thirty- two so that he co1!llld spend his time in writing. His music 

expresses the intense patriotism of the Finnish eople who have been 

dominated by the Russians for so many years . 

Sibelius I best lmown composition is his tone oem, "Finlandia". 

It arroused such a patriotic feeling in Finland that its playing was 

prohibited by the Russian rulers . The famous chorale from this com

position has become the national anthem of Finland. 

l 
I j 
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Fill in the blanks . 

1. is a nationalistic composer frcm -----
Finland. 

2. is a nationalistic composer from --------------
Torvmy. 

3. A_fa.mous composition by Grieg is • 

4. well known composition by Sibelius is ----------• 

. 5. Sibelius received a yearly from the ------------
government of Finland so that he could spend his time in can

posing. 



J. France 

Maurice Ravel displayed nationalism in a different style in 

France . Having been born in the French- Basque region along the 

Spanish border he displays both Spanish and French influence in his 

writing. His music caused great controversy in Paris where he spent 

most of his life . 

The ballet was a source of ins iration for sane of Ravel ' s best 

lmovm comuositions . "Daphnis and Chloe" is a fine example . Perhaps 

his best known composition in America is his nBoleron which he com

posed for the dancer, Ida Rubinstein. 

l 
"I 

I 
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Fill in the blanks. 

1. Ravel was influenced by both and -----------------
in his writing. ---------·-------

2. The was a source of musical -----------------
inspiration to Ravel . 

3. His best known composition in ~erica is his • -----------
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4. Bohemia. 

The com oser who became the leader in establishing a Czeck 

nationalist school was Bedrich Smetana • . revolution in 1848 aroused 

his patriotic feeling. ]_ost of h · s music is based upon Bohemian folk 

songs or national legends. 

In his later life he wrote a series of tone poems called " ~-Y 

Countryn. The most popular of this group is ttThe foldau". This des

cribes the river as it reaches the city of Pra ue and disappears into 

the distance . 

Another Bohemian composer living at t his time was Anton Dvorak. 

He, too; turned to the folk songs and inspiration. Some of his most 

popular compositions of this nationalistic sytle are his Slavonic 

ances and his Slavonic Rhapsodies. 
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Fill in the blanks. 

1. Bohemia is a nart of what we now call • -----------
2. The man who established the Czeck natjonalist school was 

J . His composition " y Country1t has the well lmown piece about a 

river, the • 

4. Another Bohemian canposer who was inspired by the folk songs of 

his n-tive country was ---------------• 
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5. Spain and 'England. 

The guitar player, the dancer with her castenets, and the 

syncopation of the popular music of Spain are ever su~gested by the 

music of Isaac Abeniz . He wrote a great amount of music for the piano. 

His piano works follow the style of Chopin and Liszt but he uses folk 

style in many pieces . His best known number is ttiberia", a set of 

piano pieces which represent scenes from all parts of Spain. In later 

life Albeniz spent much time in F~ance and was influenced by the reat 

French writer, Debussy. Listen to his "Iberia" or "Catalonia" . 

Sir Edgar Elgar is probably the greatest of the modern English 

composers . His music, al though not ranked with the masters , brought 

England prestige in the musical world. Being of a strongly patriotic 

nature Elgar wrote music for many events of national importance . He 

composed six military marches entitled "Pomp and Circumstancen , the 

first of which has become almost a second national anthem. He composed 

music for the coronation of Edward VII . His writin s during World War I 

were especially patriotic . The reatest criticism of his work is its 

lack of originality. Listen to npomp and Circumstance." 
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Fill in the blanks. 

1. The great Spanish ccmposer who tried to portray his native 

country in music was • 

2. foch of his music was written for the ----------
3. His best known number is --------------------
4. The composer who brought prestige to England music was 

• 

5. His best known composition wa~ • -------------
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Unit VI Review 

1 . Gr and Staff, Notes and Rhythm. 

1 . On this grand staff place the names of the lines and spaces . 

-------

2. Give one note that will equal the total of the following . 

Example : d + d -= 0 

J' +J' = 
J ~ J ~ 
J+A: 
7 t 7 = 

d+J = 

J+ J-1-.l = 

3. Place the measure bars . 

f JJ JJjJ~d 
l J J J J. i J J ~ .t' .t J l 
t J J ~ J n J J ~ .fffl Jn l .h; -
~ m J. J J J J .h 1 m n .r-1 J. 
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2. Key Si natures . 

In the following key signatures find DO and name the key. 

On the followin staff place the first five sharps in their 

Corre ct order• 

On the following staff place the first five flats in their 

correct order . 



3. Intervals and ~ajar Scales . 

Give the numerical name of these intervals . 

Remembering the tetrachord pattern write the following major 

scales . 

G-

f 

0 
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4. Review of msical Terms . 

Give the meaning of the following : 

1 . .ODULATION 

2. PIANO 

3. FORTE 

4. CRESCENDO 

5. DECP.ESCE mo 

6. D L SEGNO 

. 7. A TE ,WO 

B. C PPELLA 

9. ALLEGRO 

10. LARGO 

11 . ANTHEM 

12 . ROUND 

13. _fADRIG L 

14. CHANT 

15. BALLAD 

16. AR.IA 

17 . M SS 

18. RECIT TIVE 

19 . LIEDER 

20. CA TTOR 
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5. Ear Training in Rhythm and Melcxiy. 

Listen to these rhythms as your teacher taps them. Can you 

write them? 

2 
4 

3 
4 

6 
8 

L 

.1 

II 

II 

II 

11 

Listen .to these mel odies as your teacher plays them. Can you 

write t hem? 

-- 1 

I I --
I I I 
na I I 

II I I 



Unit VI · 

5. Rhythms . 
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Teacher ' s Copy 

r IJJ I J A .1nnJJ1d .II 

fi J J J I n J J I .I l J I J . . II 

t J .I n J I ..I. J ..1 J I J .... I ..1 .J J II 

i m rn I J )J J I J .I. I .TJ:I .I. JI 

Melodies . 
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Unit VI Ivfusic of Today 

1 . Impressionism in Music . 

At the end of the nineteenth century .a new musical style of 

music known as Impressionism was developed. The leader was the 

Frenchman, Claude Debussy. This group of composers tried to suggest 

rather than actually picture their ideas . Debussys music was written 

in a very free style . He even used new scales such as the whole tone 

scale and chords of a ve-ry dissonant nature . This led to a new style 

in both melody and harmony. Listen to "Prelude a 1 1apres mi.de d'un 

faune" and "Claire de Lune" . 
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2. Contemporary usicians . 

Because we study about so many composers who have lived long 

ago we forget that there are many fine writers of music now. Here 

are a few of the composers who have been writing during our generation. 

Igor Stravinsky was born near St . Petersburg, Russia in 1882 . 

He was influenced by the Russian Five particularly Rimsky- Korsakoff . 

Stravinsky left Russia at the time of the Revolution and has been a 

guide for many younger composers . 

nother revolutionary composer is Arnold Schonberg vvho was born 

in Vienna, ustria, in 1874. As a young man Schonberg was greatly 

influenced by I agner . He bacame ore of the rebels of present day 

music . His c omposi ti ons are full of harsh sounds as he extended the 

boundaries of music . m-ien the Nazis came into power in Germany, 

Schonberg came to America. 

Paul Hindemith was born in Germany in 1895. He became an out

standing artist and composer in his native country but was declared 

an unwholesome influence by the Nazis government because of his 

association with Jewish people . He was one of many artists who found 

refuge in the United States . His music is a c anbinati on of Bach I s 

po~ophony and modern harmony. 

An outstanding contemporary English composer is Vaughn Williams 

who was born in 1872. His music has been greatly influenced by 

En lish folk material . His earlier compositions used many folk tunes 

while his later works employed polytonality. For ccrnparison listen 

to his London Symphony and then his Symphony in F. minor. 
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3. American ·Musicians. 

In its youth America had little time for serious music but as 

the country became settled there was a rising interest in music . 

Edward facDONell is the first isreat American composer . He was 

born in New York City in 1861. His music is quite poetic . He was 

inspired by Indian melodies . 

John Allen Carpenter, born in 1876, was another skilled American 

composer. He used many different rhythm patterns . Listen to his 

"Sea ·nrift" and rtskyscrapers" . 

With the development of band music in America the name of 

John Phillip Sousa became famous . He was born in Washington, D. c. 

in 1856. lthough he wrote in larger forms he is remembered most for 

his marches . 

Havard Hanson was born in Wahoo, Nebraska in 1896. He has been 

director of the Eastman School of Music for twenty-five years . He has 

composed in both the symphonic and operatic field . Listen to his 

"Romantic Symphony" . 

George Gershwin was born in Brooklyn, New York in 1898. He is 

remembered chiefly for bringing jazz into the serious music field . 

His "Rhapsody in Bluet made him famous over- night . His venture into 

the field of opera produced "Porgy and Bess . 11 



.4. American Perfonners . 

1. Vocal. 

It is difficult to name only a few of the fine vocal performers 

in America today. With the aid of radio and television we may become 

adquainted with these great artists . Here are s one that you might 

hear in concert or by means of your radio. 

Kirsten Flagsted was born in Norway but has become an outstanding 

Wagnerian soprano with the [etropoli tan. 

Lily Pons, the coloratura soprano, was born in France . She 

studied piano until she was sixteen then started her study of voice . 

She has performed in opera, concert, and radio and motion pictures . 

Richard Crooks , born in Trenton, New Jersey has been an out

standing tenor in opera, concert and radio. Se is an example of the 

purely American trained concert artist. 

Giovanni Martinelli was born near Venice in 1885. He has some

times been called the successor to Caruso. He made his opera debut 

in Italy. He was leadin tenor at the Metropolitan for twenty-five 

years . 

·1auritz Melchior is an outstanding ~agnerian tenor. He was born 

in Denmark in 1890. After singing Wagnerian opera at Bayreuth he 

came to America where he became the foremost Wagnerian tenor of his 

day. 



5. American Performers . 

2. Instrumental . 
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Fritz Kreisler, ranked with the greatest violinists of all 

time, w;ts born in Vienna in 187.5. He has also done some ccmposing .

He has played in all the great concert halls of Europe but nav spends 

most of his time in the United States . 

Jascha Heifetz was born in Russia in 1901. He studied with 

Leopold uer at the age of eight .. He made his New York debut at the 

age ·of fifteen . He has played concerts all over the world. Be now 

lives in California. 

Yehudi Menuhin was born in New York City in 1917 of Jewish 

parents . He was one of the musical prodieies of his generation. He 

started his study of the violin at the age of three and started his 

concert work at the age of six. When not on tour he spends his time 

on a ranch in California. 

Pablo Casals, one bf the greatest cello players of all time, was 

born in Spain in 1876. lthough the world knows him as a great cello 

player he prefers to conduct . Since the war in Spain, Casals ha.s made 

his home in southern France . 

Gregor Piati orsky was born in Russia in 1903. He escaped from 

Russia in 1921 but knew many years of hardship before he achieved success . 

Piati~orsky has played recitals in almost all major American cities and 

is now an American citizen. 

Josef Hofmann was born in Poland in 1876. He was also a child 

prodigy. He gave his first concert in America at the age of eleven and 

in 1937 celebrated his golden jubilee in concert . 
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Artur Rubinstein, the Polish pianist , was born in 1886. He 

made his formal debut at the age of eleven. Since that time he has 

spent most of his time in concert work. He is especially knovvn for his 

performances of Chopin and Brahms and modern composition. 

Robert Casadesus , the French pianist, was born in Paris in 1899 . 

He made his American debut in 1935. He teaches at the American School 

of fusic at Fontainebleau and also does some composing. 

Jose Iturbi, the Spanish pianist , was born in 1895. He also 

played at a very early age . He studied at the Paris ConservatorJ and 

then taught at . the Geneva Conservatory before starting concert work. 

He has too.red Europe and South ~erica as well as the United States but 

spends most of his time in the United States now. He is also :Im.own as 

a conductor . 



BOOK 3 
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Unit I 

1. Review of Grand Staff, Notes and Rests. 

Study the names of the lines and spaces of the grand staff. 

Place the names of the lines and spaces on the following staff. 

Know the names of these notes and rests. 

Jotes Rests 

0 whole ... 
d half ~ 

J quarter i 
J eighth 7 
) sixteenth y 

When used in 2 3 4 rhythms they receive these counts: 
4 4 4 

0 = 4 

d = 2 

J = 1 

J 1 = 2 
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When used in 3 6 9 rhythms they receive these counts: 

A dot 

888 J-= 
; · = 

J= 

2 

1 

1 
2 

after a note always receives half the 

J. = d -+ J or 3 counts 

J. : J+ J or 1-! counts 

J. '= J+J or 3/1i count 

value of the note . 

A triplet is a group of three notes played or sung in the time 

value of two. 

= 

2 

1 

Write one note equal to the time value of the following: 
i .:, 1 

d + J JJ :: J + l +J = 

J. + J :: 
J+ffl= 
J.+l+J~ 
J+} t) = 



2. Rhythms of 2 3 4 
4 4 4 
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The _upper number names the usual number of c cunts . 

The lower number names the note receiving the count . 

Place the measure bars in the followin g rhythms . 

f J J: ) )JJJ ~ J. ) J 7 ~ 

ffJ J J. , n J 111J 

t JJ. J J J 17 n J J ~ n 
. J jfj J JJJ) J. ) J ~ 7) ·' .. 

t J.JJJJJ~nA ;1JJJJ JJA 

n J!JJ 1 J J A n 1 J. J J.1 J J i 
'--' 

. J 
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3. Rhythms ·in 3 6 9 
8 8 8 

In rhythms usin the eighth note as a count the rhythm is some

times fast and s·ometimes slow. The accents come in groups of three . 

If the music is fast the accents become the beat . 

Example= i J J J I J J' I fJ .f' J' I J. II 
> ' ~ > > 
I L 3 J 1 3 I 2.. -3 I 13 

' ' j J 

~mm1JiJ.t 11 > > > ). 
I 2..3 '4S" J~3 4',.S-~ 

' 2, . ' a, 

~ mmm1.JJ'JJJf 1 > > > > > .> 
I .2. 3 1- S-t. 7 i 'J J :t. 3 ~ s , 7 r '/ 
J 2- 3 I .2.. 3 

Place measure bars in the roper places in the following rhythms: 

3 
8 )JJJJ),)J)JJ 

J j } 77 J ~} .J. 

~ J J J l' 1n J 1 m JJJ J . .1. 

9 
8 J 1 J J' J J' m .J . .J J' mm IJJ J.J. J. 
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4. Rhythm in Music . 

"In the beginning was rhythm"1 - Johannes Brahms is reported to 

have said. Rhythm is the heartbeat, the pulse of music . Rhythm is one 

of the oldest elements of music . As soon as sounds are arranged in a 

regular sequence and repeated over and over we begin to feel a rhythm. 

Rhythm may be defined as the element of music which regulates its 

forward movement by regular recuITence of accented and unaccented beats . 

As your ~eacher plays recordings let the class decide the rhythm 

of the pieces . 

1 . Stringham, E. J., Ll.stening to Music Creatively, p . 7 

----1 
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5. Rhythm in Uusic . 

The rhythm of a composition definitely identifies it with a 

group . }/rost folk dances have a very definite pulse by which they can 

be identified. Here are a few of these dances: 

W LTZ - a com.position in 3 rhythm vn.th a very stron pulsation 
4 

on the first c aunt in every measure . 

i,,. ZURKA - a Polish dance in 3 r hythm with a very strong accent 
4 

at times on the second beat . 

POLO AISE - a processional march in 3 time which is very festive 
4 

and majestic . It has great variation ins tyle , rhythm and harmony. 

TAREJ.\~ELLA - a rapid dance in 6 rhythm. It gradually increases 
8 

in speed to a climax. 

POLKA - it has a short , snappy 2 rhythm. Few composers have used 
4 

the style although there are many folk dances in polka style . 
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Unit I 

1 . Harmony and Polyphony 

Polyphony comes from the old Greek word meaning many sounds . It 

applies to music in which two or more melodies are used at the same time . 

"One of the greatest of these masters of church music in polyphonic 

style was Palestrina who brought this type of music to its highest 

perfection. nl 

Some of the best lmown wc:rks of Palestrina are the "Adoremus Te" 

and the na1oria Patri 11 • Ll.sten to these or other of Patestrina ' s 

music . 

As the opposite of polyphony there is harmony in which a sin le 

melody is supported by chords . Some of the outstanding examples of 

this type of music are found in the great hymn _tunes . 

1 . Stringham, Listening to Music Creatively, p . 19. 
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Fill in the blanks. 

· 1. l~sic in which two or more melodies are used at the same time 

is called ------- - -
2. Music in which a single melody is s upported by chords is call~d 

• 

3. The greatest comp·oser of polyphony was • ------- - ----
4. A well known work of Palestrina is the 

5. Great hymn tune s are outstanding examples of 
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2 • Counterpoint, Fugue and Canon. 

Goin back to the word polyphony we find related words such as 

counterpoint and fugue . 

The word counterpoint literally means note a ainst note. It is 

usually applied to the style of "Writing polyphony. It may apply to 

either instrumental or vocal music. 

A fugue is a round in which the voices enter at different 

intervals such as the fifth and fourth . Many of Bach ' s organ and 

clavichord pieces are written in the prelude and fugue style . Listen 

to some of these fugues . 

A canon is the combination of two or more parts of the same melody. 

When these canons are vocal we call them rounds . Try singing "Three 

Blind Mice" or "Frere Jacques" (Brother John) . 
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Fill in the blanks . 

1. Counterpoint literally means 
• 

2. A round in which the voices enter at different intervals is known 

as a 
• 

3. A canb_ination of two or more parts of the sarne melody is known 

as a 
• 

4. When canons are vocal we call them -------------- • 
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3. Chorale ~ 

The congregational hymns of the German Lutheran Church are known 

as chorales . Martin Luther, the founder of this church, wrote both 

words and music for some of these hymns . One of the most famous is 

nA Mighty Fortress Is Our Goo. " 

These chorales were sung in unison with organ accompaniment. It 

was Bach who harmonized many of these old chorales in four parts for the 

choir to sing with the congregation. In fact, he used them in many of 

his ·larger organ works . 

Many of your song books have some of these chorales as harmonized 

by Bach. The class will enjoy singing sane of them. 
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Fill in the blanks . 

1. The congregational hymns of the German Lutheran Church are 

known as • ------------
2. , the founder of this 

church-wrote both words and music for some of these hymns . 

3. One of the most famous of Luther ' s hymns is 

• 

4. Many of these old choral es were harmonized in four parts by 

• ------------- ·--- ---
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4. Oratorio. 

The oratorio is a form of religious concert music . The text is 

either a direct quotation fran the Bible or is based upon a Bibli cal 

story. It is a rranged for solo voices, chorus and orchestra. It is 

presented without costumes , scenery or action. 

The oratorio is a development of the w_d_racle and Mystery plays 

which developed during the middle ages in Europe . Its name is derived 

from the Latin word oratio which means speech. As the first performances 

were given in the or atory of the church they became known as oratorios . 
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Fill in the blanks . 

1 . The text of an oratorio is either a ---------------
or it' is based upon a • --------------

2. The oratorio is a development of the 

plays . 

J. The oratorio is presented without ----------------
' and --------------· 

4. Oratorios received their names from the fact that they were first 

performed in the of the church. 
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5. Oratorio. 

Here are some of the best known oratorios of all times . After 

reading ab out them listen t o s ome of the chorus or solos from these 

oratorios . 

The [e.ssiah by Handel is probably the most popular of all 

oratorios . It was written in twenty- four days and first performed 

in Dublin, Ireland. Its text , which is entirely Biblical, gives the 

prophecy, life and crucifixion of Christ . 

The Creation by Haydn is based upon the first part of Milton ' s 

Paradise Lost . It tells in song the story of the creation of the 

world . 

Elijah and St . Paul are two great oratories by Mendelssohn. 

These are choral stories of two of the gre t men of the Bible . 
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Unit II 

1 . Keyboard . Half Steps and niole Steps . 

The keyboard can be of great assistance in understanding interval s . 

c.. I) E f" C. ~ b ~ I) E F ~ A B 

.. 

Half Step - Fran key to key: 

C c• 
E F 

B C 

F# - G 

E~ - E 

Whole Step - Always leave one key between: 

C D 

cf- - n• 
Eb - F 

B c* 

Jame the follmving intervals . Are they half. steps or whole steps? 

- - - ~ ----
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2. · Intervals . 

An interval is the difference in pitch between ~we .tones . 

Intervals are named by numbers . 

e-e-# 9- e- -e- -& -e- -6>-

Jsi '-*' 3t-d 4th sth ,th 7th itb 

Pri·me octave 
Name the following intervals : 

·-~ ---- -----

' \ 



.. ' .-.. .-
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3. Key Signatures - Sharps . 

The major scale pattern is : 

1 2 3 4 5 6 \J V 
h.lf sfep l,alf step 

1rite the sharp scales first by placing the sharps in front of 

the notes and second by placin the sharps in the key signature . 

, _-- --1--------

k~'1 of D 

~=--
- - ----- ---- ----- - -·- -- - ----------

- - - · ·---- -·--------· 

- --- - - ·-- - ·-·· 

- ----------- - - -
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4. Key Signat ures - Flats . 

Using the same major scale pattern write the f lat scales first by 

placing t he flats in front of the notes and second by placing t he flats 

in the key signature . 

o--
~D·---- ----- -1------------- ---1 

-6- I 

Ii r-. - -1 
\.:LI I 

' 

I' I 

~F)l----- ----------1:1-- ------------~--=-~-----~-=-. 

t, 
I I 

I 
I 

\...LI - I 
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5. Musical . Terris. 

Give the meaning of the following and then find them in some 

of the songs you are singing. 

1. ANI .1:ATO 

2. ASS I 

3. CANTABILE 

).J. . CODA 

5. CON OTO 

6. DOWE 

7. EXPRESSIVO 

8. LEGATO 

9. SE1'PRE 

10. VIVACE 
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Unit II 

1 .. An opera is a story told in songs by means of solos , choruses , 

costuming and setting. The opera dates from the time of the old 

Greek music dramas presented in their open air theaters . 

A very light form of the opera is known as the operetta . It 

differs from the opera in that it has speaking parts . It is part

icularly an American version of the opera and is very popular on the 

American stage . Such composers as Victor Herbert , Sigmund Romberg 

and Rudolf Friml wrote some of our well kncwn operettas . Here are 

some of them. Listen to some of the songs from these operettas or 

better yet let the class sing them. 

Victor Herbert 

Sigmund Rembert 

Rudolf Friml 

ttNau hty Marietta" 

"The Red ffill" 

"Babes in Toyland tt 

11Maytimen 

HThe Desert Song" 

"The ·:Student Prince rt 

"The Fireflyn 

rtR os e Marie 11 

"The Vagabond King " 

' ! 
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2. Light Opera . 

Light opera is another term used for a play with songs and 

spoken words . This term was used particularly in Europe in the second 

half of the nineteenth century. "},any operas are difficult to classify -

whether they shall be considered as light oper a or operetta. n2 However, 

we can say that they are alike in that their subject is light and that 

they usually have a happy ending . Some compositions considered as 

li ht opera are : 

Smetana 

J charm trauss 

Franz Lehar 

De Koven 

Gilbert and Sullivan 

"Bartered Bride" 

"Die Fledermaus n 

"Merry Widovr" 

"Robin Hood u 

"Mikado" 

Some songs from these light operas may be found i.n your song 

books . Let the class sine some of them. 

2. Gertrude Kincella, usic and Romance, p. 515. 
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J . Musical Comedy. 

The American stage has developed the musical comedy ttin which 

youth , beauty and romance are intermingled with comedy, spectacular 

scenic effects , and a dancing chorus n. 3 

The plots of these musicals are very light . 1. any of them have 

been elaborately done as motion pictures . 

Some well known musical comedies whose music you will enjoy are : 

Rod ers and Hammerstein "Oklahoman 

ncarousel ft 

"South Pacific " 

J . Stringham, Listening to Jusic Creatively, p . 72 . 
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4. Grand Opera . 

In grand opera we find no spealdng parts . Dialogue is carried 

on by means -of recitative which is a t ype of song- speech. It is by 

means of the recitative that the plot is advanced . The more elodic 

s ol os are knovm as arias • 

· Althou~h the combinin of music and drama dates from the time of 

the ancient Greeks, opera as we know it dates fran about 1600. In 

opera emphasis has been placed on differ~nt phases in different countries . 

The ·Italians emphasize beautiful melodies , the French emphasize the 

dance or ballet and the Germans emphasize the orchestral accompaniment. 

Study the story of one of these operas . If you have time it waild 

be fine for various members of the class to report on different operas . 

Bizet "Carmentt 

Verdi "Aida" 

Listen to some of these well known numbers frcm other operas . 

"Bell ong 11 frcm Lekrne by Delibes 

"Some Day He ' ll Com.en frcm Madam Butterfly by Puccini 

"Prologue to Pagliacci" by Leoncavallo 

"Sextette from Lucia Di Lammermoor" by Donizetti 

ttMy Heart at Thy Sweet Voice " from Samson and Delilah by 

Saint Saens 

"Jewel Song" frorJ Faust by Gounod 

"Quartet from Ri .~ olettott by Verdi 
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5. Grand Opera - Wagner 

Wagner ' s operas are his attem t to show a proper fusion of 

dramatic poetry and music . He calls this music drama. Wagner 1vrote 

both text and music for :his operas using i.n most cases mytholo or 

folk legends of Germany. 

His orchestra is larger than the one used by most composers of 

opera and he used it as more than an accompaniment for the vocal parts . 

He also introduced the idea of a "leading motive tt which is a short 

easily recognized theme or phrase which is closely associated with a 

character or idea. 

Study the story of Lohengrin, Parsifal or Dei eistersinger. 

You should know some of this music from fagners operas . 

Prelude to ct I of Lohengrin 

ttpilgrim ' s Songn from Tannhauser 

Totans Farewell - Die Walkure 

rtSong of the Evening Starn - Tannhauser 

"Ride of the Valkurie n from Die Walkure 
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Unit III 

1. Minor Scales . 

The harmonic minor scale pattern is: ti , 
;1, 6Tc.p ,--, 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
V V ,1 
-k sfcp 

The relative minor scale al ways starts a third lovmr than the 

major scale . 

Example : D major - - b minor 

Name the relative minor key for each of the following major keys : 

C Major - minor 

G Major - minor 

Fil, Major minor 

E fajor - minor 
BP ~ajor minor 

A Major - minor 

"R" .1..:J fu.jor minor 

At) Maj or minor 
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2. Minor Scales - Sharps . 

Usin~ the harmonic minor scale pattern write the following minor 

scales : 

, ~~--- ----

e rninot' 

b ""i no,.. 

l\ 
I/ 

" , ff'\ 
\.. I.I 

I 

f tt, • n·uno,.. 

,__ _____ :1 
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3. .rl.nor s·cales - Flats . 

Using the harmonic minor scale pattern write the following minor 

scales : 

d ~inor 

I\ -- -- - ---------- ------- ----------------1!-' -------- -------- -_ __ ______________ .....,. 
,nnl,,.,,,c-------- - - - - - --
\..IJ 

-P n-,inor 
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4. Natural finor . 

There are three kinds of minor scales: harmonic , melodic and 

natural . The harmonic minor has been studied. This lesson presents 

the natural minor scale . The natural minor scale has the same key 

signature as its relative major scale with no accidentals added . 

Write the following minor scales in the natural form , 

~ ~ --------- ------------------------

__.,~ ___ ......... ..__~-------------·-----==--=~~~-·-~----~---------- -·. ·------------ ---
---------------------------1 _____________ ...;__ ___________ _, 

') 

~1 ' I i'\ 
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5. Melodic · ,1inor. 

This lesson presents the third kind of minor scale, the melodic . 

The pattern f or the melodic minor scale is : 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

V V 
~ step 

By raising the sixth tone of the scale the step and a half between 

six and seven is eliminated. This scalf desends the same as t he natural 

minor scale . 

, rite t he following minor scales ascending and desenqing in the 

,~~::--------'-------
d minot-

; --=~ -~~~~ 
eMi~Y-

-- __ · -- - 1 
- -- -- --

e ma'not-

- - - - ---- - - - =I 

mi not-
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Unit III Instrumental Forms 

1 . Sonata Form. 

The sonata form is a pattern used as the first movement of 

such compositions as sonat as, concertos and symphonies . The sonata 

form is divided into three parts : the exposition, the development 

and the recapitulation. 

The exposition states the themes of which there are usually two. 

The first theme is in the tonic key and the second theme in a con

trasting _key. 

The development section may elaborate upon some small portion 

of the theme that is particularly rhythmic or melodic . 

The recapitulation is a restatement of the themes in their 

tonic key. 

One of the finest examples of the sonata form i s the first 

movement of the Mozart G minor Symphony. 

First Theme : 

Second Theme : 
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2. · Overture . 

An overture is -an elaborate prelude to an opera, oratorio 

or play. It is very often based upon the sonata form. Sometimes 

overatures are -written as independent compositions . 

The overture goes back to the early Italian operas . Many of 

these early operas had a short instrumental prelude before the rising 

of the curtain. Until the time of Gluck the overture had little 

relation. to the opera . It was Gluck who thought this prelude should 

prepare the spectator for the mood of the composition he was about to 

hear . 

Some overtures which have become well known apart fran the 

composition for which they were the preludes are: 

Overture to Hansel and Gretel Humperdinck 

Overture to Parsifal agner 

Overture to Nilliam Tell Rossini 

Egmont Overture Beethoven 

Leonore Overture No . 3 Beethoven 

Overture to Midsummer Nights Dream Mendelssohn 
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3. Overtures . 

Many concert overtures have been V1.Titten. These are independent 

of any larger composition. They usually conunemorate some great event 

in history or some scene in nature . They are often known as 0program 

musicn because they tell a story or picture some scene . 

Sane of the best lmown of the concert overtures are : 

Fingal 1 s Cave Overture by Mendelssohn 

Fi~gal 1s Cave is on one of the Hebrides Islands off the coast 

of ·Scotland. ~ndelssohn visited this vace in 1829 and was so deeply 

impressed that he wrote this overture . 

Russian Easter Overtur e by Rimsky- Korsakoff 

This overture is a descriptive composition of an old time Easter 

celebration in Russia. Rimsky- Korsakoff uses all the sound devices of 

a modern orchestra as he makes this tonal picture . 

1812 Overture by Tschaikowsky 

This is a patriotic piece and was written to celebrate the 

dedication of a new cathedral in memory of the burning of Moscow in 

1812 . At the end of the composition Tschaikowsky weaves the Rus-sian 

national anthem and the Marseil laise of France together . 
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4. Rondo Form. 

The rondo form has developed from old folk dances and songs 

which keep returning to the original melody. The word rondo is now 

applied to any piece of music in which the original melody is con

stantly alternated with other melodies . This first theme must be a 

very definite melody with the alternating tunes in as great a contrast 

as possible . 

Two fine examples of the rondo form are: 

nGypsy Rondo" Haydn 

"Amaryllis" Ghys 

Someone in your class ma,y be able to play these pieces. If not, 

there are some fine recordings . 
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5. Theme and Variation. 

A form of instrumental writing developed during the classical 

peric:xi was lmovm as the Theme and Variation. It was another way to 

add variety to a composition. The theme is a simple little tune~ It 

may be a folk tune or it may be one created by the composer. The 

variations are created by presenting this tune in many different styles. 

The composer may do this by changing the rhythm, changing the tempo, 

changing the key from major to minor and in many other ways~ 

An outstanding example of this form is illustrated in the 

Andante or second movement of Haydn's "Surprise Symphony11 • 

Another example of the Theme and Variation is Handel ' s · 

nHarmonious Blacksmithn . 
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Unit IV 

1 . Listening - Rhythm. 

This unit continues the study of rhythms . 

As your teacher taps these rhythms in 2 and 3 rhythms try writing 

it . 

2 
4 

2 
4 

3 
4 

3 
4 j 

J 

4 4 

1 II 

11 

1 II 
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2. Listening - Rhythms . 

Listen to these 4 rhythms and write them as your teacher taps 

theJ"ll.. 

4 
4 

4 
4 

4 
4 

4 

1 1 

11 

11 

1 

u 

-~ 
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3. Listening - Rhythms • 

Listen to these rhythms with an eighth note as a basis for the 

beat . Write them as your teacher taps them. 

3 
8 

6 
8 

9 
8 

1 IJ 

II 

1 II 
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4. Listening - i1elodies . 

The previous lessons have been on rhythm only. This lesson 

combines rhythm and melody. 

Listen as your teacher plays this melody in 2 rhythm in the 

key of c. · 

------ ------- -- ---

Key of G 

This melody in the key of Dis in 3 rhythm. 
4 

This melody in 3 rhythm is in the key of F. 
4 

4 

-I 

-~-·---:-11 ··------ =i 

A-----t------==-_.___ _-_-_--I---..__-_--=--___ - =11 

:· .. i/·. 
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5. Listening - Melodies . 

This melody in 4 rhythm is in the key of D. 
4 

=1---- -- -~ I--------
This melody in 4 rhythm is in the key of c. 

4 

________ T _____ ---T- II a-·-----~------·----- -----·--;--·----·------· 
This melody in 4 rhythm is in the key of A. 

4 

·~ 
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Unit IV Teacher's Copy 

1
• f J 1J l J .ffl I J. J I J 

JJJ I J .ffl 1r:in 1J 

f J ~. 
' J ~ I .n l1 . I J J 

' J l I .I l I .rJ I'J IJ 

tnnn 1J nJ I ffl J J I J J 

nnn JJilJ 1illJJJJ 1J 
r 

l J j ~ l J ~ J 1DJ.1JJJlJ 

J J ~ I J l J 1.n .DJ I J. 

11 

II 

JI 

. JI . 



) 

2
•· 4 J J n J I JJ n J I J f.l j J I J J o 

JJfl j 1ilJflJJ1illJ1Il.J10 

k Jr!J 1 I J.JJA lffiJJJ 1ifl J cl I 

J .U 1 ·1 J J Li I ffl J fl J I J J II 

4 J J J ~ · ·1 n nJ l, n JJ JJJ I J JJ ~ 

.IJ J i 1 JJ n J ~ I fl 1 n J I J J J II 

,,. 3 )' )' ) I J 1 I J. J J I J. 

J) J I f. } J I J J I J . II 
6 m m J J i; J I J. m I J. J. 1 

~ 

m J. 1111 Jn 1 J. ffi I J. J. 11 
'-../ 

~ JJJJJJJil1 J. J. J. 1m J . .J. I d. J. l 

m J. J. 1 J 1 J 1 J JI J. m J. 1 J. J. J. i1 
\.....-''-.,/ 
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4. , 
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Unit IV 

1. Symphony - Hist ary. 

One of the most important forms of music is the symphony. Its 

history began about the time that Bach and Handel were writing music . 

"The original meaning of the word ' symphony ' as regards music was ' a 

harmony of sounds whether they be vocal or instrumental ' n. J,.i It was 

this meaning which Bach and Handel used as titles for compositions . 

Later the meaning of the word was an "orchestral sonata". 

Haydn was the first composer to establish the symphony form. He 

standardized the orchestra into four choirs and was the first to 

establish the custan of writing four parts · for each choir . 

The parts of a symphony are called movements . The usual symphony 

has four movements . These movements are arranged in the following 

manner: 

I - A movement in sonata form. 

II - A slow movement which may be in one of several 

forms: song form, variation form or sonata form. 

III - A gay lively movement . With Haydn it was usua.lly 

a minuet . Beethoven often used a scherzo. 

rv - Finale . Usually a very brilliant piece of music . 

Often it is composed in sonata form. 

4. Gertrude Kincella , Music and Romance, p . 455. 
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2 . Symphony - Classic Perioo. 

The development of the symphony came during the Classic period 

of musical history. The three great composers who contributed greatly 

to its development were Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven. Plan to hear at 

least a movement of a symphony by each. 

Haydn, as the director of the orchestra of Prince Esterhazy, had 

opportunity to write many symphonies. Some well known symphonies of 

his besides the "Surprise Symphony" which we have already mentioned are: 

"Farewell Symphony" 

"Toy Symphony" 

"London Symphony" 

[oz art composed music in all forms . Some of his well known 

symphonies are: 

"G minor Symphony" 

"Jupiter Symphony" 

"E Maj or Symphony" 

Al though Beethoven wrote only nine symphonies all are still 

performed. Perhaps you will enjoy the Third Symphony lmown as the 

Eroica and the Fifth Symphony known as the Fate . 
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3. Symphony - Later Writers . 

After the establishment of the symphony as a form of writing 

by Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven, composers have used it to display 

their best efforts . One cannot begin to learn all of these great 

composers and their music in a short time. Here is a list Yhich 

will start you on your way as a symphony listener. Become acquainted 

with at least one movement frcm each of these : 

Brahms 

Brahms 

Dvorak 

Mendelssohn 

Franck 

Tschaikowsky 

"Symphony No. 1 in C minor't 

"Symphony o. 2 in D .aj or" 

"New 1 orld Symphonytt 

nrtalian Symphony" 

r Symphony in D minor" 

1Symphony in E minor No. V" 
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4. Chamber Music . 

The term chamber music was first used to refer to the type of 

music played best in a drawing room or private chamber. In its 

present use chamber music refers to instrumental music played by a 

small group of soloists . It may be a string or wind duo, trio, quartet, 

quintet or sextette with or with out piano or it may be a mixed group 

of wind and string instruments . 

Chamber music requires more exactin listening than a symphony 

requires because the possibilities of tone color are so few . These 

compositions are usually written in sym hony style with three or four 

movements . 
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Fill in the blanks. 

1. The term chamber music was first used to refer to the type of 

music played best in a • --------------
2. In its present use chamber music refers to ------------

music played by a small group of soloists. 

3. The instruments used in chamber music may be ----------
or instruments. 
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S. Chamber Music. 

There is such a great variety of chamber music in different 

instrumental combinations that it is best to hear as many different 

instrumentations as possible. The string quartet is the most popular 

combination. There is more literature in this field. Here are a few 

numbers from the vast library of cha..1nber music. 

:tozart - nserenade in G Major" 

Ts chaikowsky - "Quartet, Opus 11 in B 
(Andante Cantabile) 

Dvorak - "String Quartet in F'' 

u 

Schl.h11ann - "Quintet for Piano and Strings n 

Brahms - rt Quintet in B minor for Clarinet 
and Strings tt 

Mendelssohn - "Trio in D minor Opus 49n 

Haydn - ''Emperor Quartet in en 
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Unit V Chords . 

1. Tonic, Daninent and Sub Dominant . 

A chord is a combination -of three or more notes arranged in a 

series of thirds . A triad is a three tone chord. A triad may be built 

on any tone of the scale . The most important chords are built on the 

first, fourth and fifth tones of the scale • 

To.,ie .Sub Do"'; ncmt DOh\inan+ 
Write these three chords in the following keys ; 

l(e'( of 0 

_Ke!1 af A Ke~ oi E 

Kej of 8 l(c'1 of F 

~ . s" k'e!j .tk £.I,, Ke'1 of 

. . 

-1 

l(e!S ot A" l(e!I of l)~ 
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2 . Inversions. 

Each triad may be arranged in three different ways. Its original 

position is called root position. When the third of the chord is the 

lowest note the chord is in its first inversion. 1 fuen the fifth of the 

chord is the lowest note the chord is in its second inverston • 

'Root Root .2.nd 
L,ve.-sioti .!hvet-sioti 

Roof 

Write the root position, the first inversion and the second 

inversion of the tonic , dominant and sub dominant in the following keys: 

----- _·1 
~~--~~~- ~- -

n - - -1 -
1i ~ - -
\..:U ., 
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3. The Dariinant Seventh. 

seventh ·chord consi sts of a triad with the seventh tone added . 

Althou_h this chord may be built from any triad the most important one 

is the Dominant Seventh . 

Key of C 

, -~~ ~i~~i----- ---
Dominanf '?)~"e~·d·h 

Because there are four tones in the chord it can be sung or 

played in four ositions . 

Write the Dominant Seventh chord in all four pasi tions in the 

followin keys ; 

----1 ___ ,.;...._ _____ -== 

I 

Ke~ of B l(e~ of r 

. . (' 
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4. . odulation. 

1Nhen a composer shifts fran one key to another within a composition 

we call it modulation. 

The simplest modulation is throuo'h chords canmon to both keys . 

/(e!I ofC I .:r: Y. 
f(c'( oi' (; I "!L I 

GB Dis ccmmon to both keys . Thus the closest related keys to 

the key of Care the keys of G and F. 

l"frite the closest major key relation to the following keys : 

G 

D 

A -

E -

F

BJ,-

EP-

J,_ 

n"
G"-
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5. Modulation. 

There are many ways of modulating . Here is one of the simplest 

forms by means of the Daninant Seventh chord: 

C I f '1-; .r 

Using this pattern write the following modulations . 

$----=----==------=I 
PJ, +o Gj, a." to c}> 

~1 
B to!. £ to A 
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Unit V 

1 . Song Fonns . 

We have studied the forms of many instrumental compositions . 

11 musical compositions are built of themes which are repeated to 

add unity and variety. Songs also have definite forms . 

The simplest song form is known as two- part form. 1any folk 

songs are in this style . Two-part form has two themes . Each theme 

must be definite and complete within itself. 1 any songs of verse and 

chorus style are in two-part form. This fonn is sometimes described 

by letters of the alphabet as A B form. 

In three- part songs there are three big sections , each equal in 

len th to the other . The third part is often a repetition of the first . 

This is often called the A B A form. 

Sing some of the songs found in your song books and decide which 

form they might be . 
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2. !rt Song 

The art song is always a composed song . It is a musical setting 

of a poem. The composer strives to express the sentiment of the words 

by the music . The accompaniment is always very important in an art 

song as it helps to establish the mood · of the composition. 

Two outstanding art songs are "The Erl Kine" by Schubert , and 

nrivo Grenadiers" by Schuman. Both songs are very dram~tic . 11The Erl 

King" tells of the wild ride of a father and his child in a vain attempt 

to escape death who is the Erl King . "Two Grenadiers n is the story of 

two French soldiers returning wearily home after Napoleon ' s defeat at 

the hands of the Russians . Their dispair is greater when they find 

their Emperor in captivity. 

Listen to recordings of these two great songs . 
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3. Music for the Piano. 

The piano ' s ancestery may be traced back to the keyboard 

instruments of the fifteenth and sixteenth century. Its innnediate 

predecessors were the clavichord and the harpsichord . These were 

favorite instruments of the seventeenth century. 

The piano was perfected during the early part of the eighteenth 

century by an Italian whose name was Christofori . It was called 

Piano e Forte which means soft and loud because the instrument could 

play both soft and loud . Its strings were struck by hammers with 

felt added heads . The piano received many improvements during the 

nineteenth century including a sustaining pedal, metal frame and 

steel strings . 

The piano has gained poptilarity because it is able to play both 

a melody and the accompanyin harmony. Its greatest drawback is its 

inability to sustain a tone for any length of time . 

The outstanding composer for this instrument is Chopin who is 

sometimes lmown as the npoet of the Piano" . Chopin has written some 

two hundred compositions for the piano in various forms . Choose sane 

of his fal tzes, octurnes , Preludes, Hazurkas , Etudes and Ballades for 

listening . 
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4. Suite and Ballet. 

suite in music is a group of short pieces which are related 

to each other. The word suite is from the French and means a "series." 

Bach used the suite as a roup of dance tunes. Some well known suites 

are: 

En lish Suite o. 5 Bach 

L'Arlesienne Suite Bizet 

Iberia Suite Debussy 

Perr Gynt Suite Grieg 

A ballet is a story told by means of music and the dance. It 

is often found as a part of the opera or it may be complete in itself. 

The music is usually written so that it may be played as a concert piece 

i ndependent of the dance and is then !mown as a suite. It is interesting 

to study the plots of some of the ballets. Some well knmm ballet music 

is: 

Nutcracker Suite 

Coppelia Ballet 

Fire Bird Suite 

Jfother Goose Suite 

Tschaikowsky 

Delibes 

travinsly 

Ravel 
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5. Symphonic Poem. 

The symphonic poem is a newer form of musical composition. It 

was first used by the canposer , Liszt . A symphonic poem is written in 

a free form but attempts to express some poetic idea or tell a story. 

}o two symphonic poems need be alike in form as each one uses the form 

which best expresses its ideas . Some outstanding symphonic poems are: 

The Moldau - Smetana - This composition follows the 

river oldau from its source to Prague . 

Finlandia - Sibelius - A tone picture of Finland and 

its people . 

The Pines of Rane - Respighi - The composer recalls 

events in Roman life by means of the pine trees . 

Afternoon of a Faun - Debussy - This music tells the 

story of a faun who tries to recall his experiences 

of the previous afternoon. 

Till Eulenspiegel ' s Merry Pranks - Richard Strauss -

The music des cribes the various pranks of Till and 

his many victims . 
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Unit VI · Review 

1. Staff and Rhythms . 

Place the letter names 0n this staff. 

1:- -- -
~ -

Place measure bars in the correct places for the following 

rhythms : 

2 
4 ; n J~fflJ n .1 

t JJJ.fJDDJfflJJ J 

i JJJ J. Jl JJJJJ J1 J) .J. 
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i mmJ.JJ'JJJ..hJ.tm J.J..1. 
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2. fajor Keys . 

rite the following major scales : 

.... 

'\ 
I 

' 
-- - - -

J 
In"' 
\'LI 

I A 

' ' l l \: I J 

F 

0 

E 
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3. Minor Keys . 

Remember there are three ldnds of minor scales. Each has a 

different pattern. 

Write the following minor scales, ascending: 

Natural: 

e b 

Harmonic: 

!elodic: 

$---__ _ 
3 

- - -- 1 ---- -

f 
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4. Listening - Rhythms and Melodies . 

Rhythms. 

Listen as your teacher taps t hese rhythms . C::3,n you write them with 

only two repetitions? 

2 
4 

3 
4 

4 
4 

6 
8 

Melody. 

11 

11 

I 11 

Listen to these melodies as your teacher plays them. Can you 

write them with only two repetitions? 

i~ 1 I __ J I I 
I I 
I I 

Ke~ of C., 

I 
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5. Chords - Modulation. 

Write the tonic, sub dominant, dcminant and daninant seventh 

chords in the following keys-: 

··! 1--: -- - ------- ---.----- - -----------------, --...-..--= ->=-:.~=·--···-.. ··------.. ·----·---·--.. - -·-- ------------ _____ ,, ___________________ ,, ____ _______ .. ___________________ _ 

j ~ --=~ - --- --1------- - --1-- - -----t 

F 
-P-~~ - ------ -_. ____ _ 
~f - ----------

Eb E a 
Write the three positions of the tonic in the following keys: 

--- ---1 

D A 
Write the four positions of the dominant seventh in the fallowing · 

keys: 

F E 

l) 
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Using the Daninant Seve.nth pattern for modulation found in 

Unit V write the following modulations . 

-------·--- -----· ---- ------ - -

Cto F 

------ - - ---· 

E to A D to G 
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Unit VI Teacher's Copy 

Rhythms: 

t n J I ffl J I JJ .r:J IJ II 
(" 

~ 

t J n J I fl JJ J I J A JTI Id. II 

t J JJJJ ~ 1 J1J n 1nnlflJI c1 J II 

~ In ; . I J J :J J I hr J 17 I Jn .J. II 

Melody: 
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Unit VI 

1. Present Day Conductors . 

"There are no b3.d orchestras; 
there are only bad conductors . n 

Gustav _abler 

Symphony orchestras are a recent development in America . oston 

was the first city to have a musical organization for the playing of 

symphonies . The first directors ca~e from Europe . Now America has 

many fine directors . Here are a fe~ of them: 

Artur Niksch was one of the first European conductors to tour 

America with great success . He was born in Hungary in 18.55 and became 

the most popular conductor of his time . He was able to inspire the 

men in his orchestra to do their best. 

Walter Darnrosch, nthe dean of American conductors, n was born in 

Germany but carne to America at the age of five . He came from a family 

of distin 1ished musicians . He conducted the New York Symphony for over 

twenty years . ge was also one of the first to give a gro1p of children ' s 

concerts. He died in 1950. 

Arturo Toscanini first directed an orchestra in Brazil while 

touring as cello pla rer with an opera company. He directed the entire 

o era, n ida u, with out looking at the score . He continues to direct 

without t he use of a score. He has directed at Lascala in {ilan, the 

fotropoli tan Opera House, the Ne~ York Philharmonic and many other great 

orchestras. At the age of 80 he was still conducting. 
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2. Present Day Conductors - Continued. 

Leopold Stokowski is a fine musician and also a tricky showman. 

He was greatly influenced by, Niki.sch . He seldom conducts with a baton. 

He was born in London in 1882. He carne to America as an organist and 

his first conductorial position was with the Cincinnati Symphony. He 

became famous as the conductor of the Philadelphia Symphony. 

Serge Koussevi ~.~ky became director of the Boston Symphony in 1924. 

He served as its director until 1949 . He had risen to fame as a conductor 

in his own country of Russia before coming to America. s a mere child 

he had wanted to be a conductor . As a youn man he played double bass . 

Now he concentrates his efforts on the Berkshire usic Center. 

Eugene Ormandy was born in Hungary in 1899. He wa~ a child prodigy 

and made his concert debut as a violinist . He crune to America in 1920 

where he played in the Capitol Theater Orchestra. He first conducted 

as a substitute conductor for this orchestra. He rose to prominence 

as the conductor of the Minneapolis Symphony. He became director of 

the Philadelphia Orchestra in 1936 and is considered one of the foremost 

of the younger conduc~ors in America . 
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3. Outstanding Orchestras in America. 

America is becoming a center of world art. Because of persecution 

caused by war many artists have come to America as refugees. These 

refugees combined with an outstanding group of American artists have 

built up a group of symphony orchestras which are outstanding. Many 

cities have their own symphonies . Here is a list of some of the better 

symphony orchestras in America and their directors. The class should 

divide into roups to report on these various orchestras. 

New York Philharmonic 

Bost on Symphony 

N.B.C. Symphony 

Indianapolis Symphony 

Cincinnati Symphony 

Minneapolis Symphony 

San Francisco Symphony 

Houst on Symphony 

Kansas City Symphony 

Philadelphia Symphony 

Chicago Symphony 

Bruno Walter, Advisor 
Guest conductors 
Charles Munch 

Arturo Toscanini and guests 

Fabian Sevi tzky 

Th or Johns on 

Antal Dorati 

Pierre Monteux 

Efrem Kurtz 

Hans Schwieger 

Eugene Ormandy 

Rafael Kubelik 
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4. Modern Dance Music - History. 

The so called popular music of our day has gone through a series 

of different names such as ragtime , jazz and swing . Its origin is 

clocked in mystery and legend. H~vever , most people are agreed that 

it caine first from New Orleans through the improvisation of sane negro 

musicians . The compositions played were not as important as the style 

in which they were played. Rhythm was its primary feature . These 

musical groups were first used for dancing about the time of World Var I . 

It was Paul m-iiteman who first conceived the idea of writing out 

parts for his musicians . It was also Paul Whiteman who conceived the 

idea of fitting the jazz idian to a serious musical form. With this 

in mind he asked the young ccmposer George Gershwin to write a composition 

for his orchestra. That composition is the nav famous , "Rhapsody 

in Blue". 

Listen to a recor ding of "Rhapsody in Blue" . If you can find 

some recordings of sane of the early dance bands listen to them also. 
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5. Modern Dance Music . 

Styles in dance music change with each new band which makes its 

appearance. The orchestrations are done for the particular musicians 

of that group . fany of these musicians play more than one instrument 

and change from one to another as the orchestration is marked . The 

men who do the arranging are very important as they set the style of 

the entire group. 

Listen to some of the better dance bands of the present day. Can 

you decide what instrumentation they are using? 
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Bridgman, Williams and Curtis, Louis , Guide the American Singer, New York, 
.1948 

Carr, Maurice F., -~usical Theory, Minneapolis, 1937 

-----, An Exercise Book in Creative Music, Minneapolis , 1938 

Damrosch, Walter, NBC ~[usic Apnreciation Hour, New York, 1931 

Gee, Leeder and ,1ilson, Log for 1!iusic Americans Sing, New York, 1949 

·House, Margueritte, 0 Say, Can You Hear? , New York, 1947 

-----, 1zy" Music Book,_ .11,finneapolis , 19 37 

--... --, My ~.1usic Book, Book Two, Min.neapolis, 1940 

Loofbourow, Reginaldus , All Aboard for Theoryland, Chicago, 1946 

:Milam, Lena, Music , Book Four, Austin, ·Texas , 1938 

arp, Music by Rote and by Note, Minden , Nebraska, .1949 




